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INTRODUCTORY.

The mouse, in its wild state, is naturally the enemy of all, if so

feeble a creature can be termed an enemy, and, as a natural conse-
quence, the enemies of the mouse are in strong force. It is not,

however, the wild mouse that we have to deal with at present, but
the pretty, if not more useful, fancy mouse, the pet of our boyhood.
In years gone by we kept mice both for pleasure and profit, and so

good had we got the different strains or families that, making
allowance for the tendency to revert, or throw back, we could obtain

almost any peculiarity for which the strain was selected. Thus we
had black with white head and ears, white with black feet and head,

and a strain that was coloured much like a silver grey rabbit. The
whole secret of our success was selection and perseverance.

In breeding mice, as with dogs, or horses, or any animal, selection

is one of the greatest essentials, and after selection comes per-

severance. But we are straying from the point of our present

chapter.

The fancy mouse is both elegant and graceful and fully repays
any pains bestowed on it, as the smell is nearly, if not quite,

destroyed by keeping the cages properly clean. There is, however,
one thing to which we most decidedly object, and that is letting the
animals loose, so that they multiply and overrun the whole premises,

both of their owner and of other persons, which, besides being an
annoyance, is also a loss of capital, as fancy mice always find a ready
sale at from 8d. to lOs. 6d. per pair, according to the markings, &c.
In fact, we have had as much as 30s. for a pair of tortoiseshell mice,

and to the purchaser they were cheap, as he had more than a dozen
tortoiseshell ones from the pair.

Mice are easily taught various tricks, and as this is sometimes an
advantage, we shall refer to the matter further on.

a2



2 FANCY MICE.

Nearly everyone has seen the wheel cages in which the mice will

work for hours during the day; and in addition to those with
ordinary wheels, others are made so that the little animal draws up
his own food, so that he has an aim to his work. Large cages, with
ladders, ropes (or rather thick twine), and other contrivances are

sometimes used, and the mice are shown off to great advantage in

them.
As a rule, fancy mice are gentle and somewhat timid, but with

encouragement their tinvidity soon wears off, and they will then allow

themselves to be handled, or placed in the pockets, hat, glove, &c.,

without attempting to escape. They will also run all over the

person of their regular attendant, but it is very rarely they will have
dealings with a stranger. Unlike many domestic pets, they are

easily kept, take up little room, and do not require expensive food
;

and as they are very prolific, the whole cost can be easily defrayed
by selling the surplus stock. In our opinion, there are no small

animals possessed of more beauty and grace than mice, and if to this

be added their agility and graceful movements, few pets will be
found more interesting either to young or old, but neither fear nor
harshness must be evinced towards them.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT.

Under this head comes the ordinary routinal work connected with
the keeping of mice, whether they are kept for pleasure or profit,

but if for the latter, the closer our notes are applied the better.

The first and most important item to be borne in mind is

cleanliness, as anyone who has paid any attention to this subject
will testify. In a wild state, mice, and, in fact, all rodents, are very
clean, both in their skin and in their dwellings, and it is therefore

necessary that in a tame state this cleanliness should be afforded by
artificial means, as the animals cannot keep themselves and their

houses as clean as they do when at liberty. Besides, in holes in the

earth the soil acts as a deodoriser of all offensive smells, whereas
in an absorbent wooden box, filled, or rather strewed, with another

absorbent, sawdust, neither of which possesses any deodorising pro-

perties, the whole soon becomes impregnated with impurities, and,

as a natural consequence, disease and death will soon supervene,

unless means are taken to ensure cleanliness. These means must be
thorough also, or but little improvement in the state of the animals

will be effected.

Injury to the mice will also result if the food vessels are allowed

to become dirty and encrusted with stale food and faecal matter,

which is often the case in badly kept collections— sore feet, sore
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noses, and other bodily ailments being easily traceable to this cause

alone ; and where brass-backed feeding tins are used the mice are

liable to be poisoned by the verdigris that is sure to be present in

unclean vessels. And, again, the mass of insects which soon accu-

mulates in a dirty cage is something wonderful. Both dirt and
insects will give the mice a rough appearance, and in nearly all

cases the animals soon die if kept as we have described. The
smell they cause in a dirty state is almost intolerable, and there ia

little doubt that, instead of being admired, the animals will be voted
a perfect nuisance.

In the first place, it is necessary to thoroughly scald out the

feeding tins at least three times a week, and scrape out the open part

of the cage every day, putting in a handful of bran and sawdust in

equal parts. This should be done before feeding, so that the whole
shall be clean at once. Fresh hay should be put into the nest places

once a week, if there are no young litters ; but should there be any
young mice, the nest should not be interfered with until they run
about the cage. Besides scraping and dusting the insides of the

cages frequently, as we have advised, they (the cages) should be
thoroughly cleaned and scrubbed out with boiling water once a month,
being very careful that the water penetrates every crevice, or most
undesirable insects are liable to congregate together, to the great

detriment of the animals. We used to make it a rule to add one per

cent, of carbolic acid in the water, and not return the mice to the

cage for a week after it was scalded out, and by this means perfect

immunity from unpleasant smells was secured. This, of course,

would necessitate the use of extra cages, but this is rather an advan-
tage than otherwise, as greater cleanliness can be insured.

Before the does litter it is advisable to mix a quantity of cottoQ

wool amongst the hay in the nest box, so that the nest can be
arranged by the mice to their own satisfaction, and, as is sometimes
the case, if the doe removes it to the open part of the cage, it

should be carefully put back into the nest place. She will then take

to it at once, without again removing it, as a rule.

The best place in which to keep the cages is a loft, where plenty of

air can be admitted, or in a rabbit hutch out of doors, as the smell

is then less than it would be in an indoor place ; but in all cases care

should be taken to avoid damp or excessively cold situations, for

although in a wild state mice are perfectly hardy, yet in a domesticated
condition they are liable to suffer from cold and damp, and become
asthmatical, rough in the coat, and generally out of condition ; and
when in this state they are of little value and there is but small
pleasure in looking at them. A certain amount of warmth is

necessary to maintain them in the best condition, particularly in

winter, and size is much influenced by this alone, a chill when the
young ones are but imperfectly clothed with fur being at times fatal,

and if not fatal, is apt to cause them to remain of small size, to the
depreciation of their monetary value. To keep mice well, care and
cleanliness are as necessary as they are with dogs and other animals,
although to a lesser extent so far as labour is concerned.
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In no case should a damp cage be used, nor should the mice be

changed about too much, as they will then become very wild and
unmanageable. When any mice are not required, either from disease

or from the colour not being suitable, they should be sold, or if this

cannot be done, they should be killed, and so got rid of.

Mice, if properly cared for, will live for two or three years, and
then die of old age. They are, however, of little or no use for

breeding purposes after they are two years old, but in that time they

would produce over a hundred young ones.

Finally, we would say here that fancy mice are better and easier

kept, and are shown to greater advantage, in the "Vivarium" cage,

described on page 8, than in any other.

COLOURS AND VARIETIES.

The colours of fancy mice may be classed as self, or entire coloured,

and variegated or mixed colours, and these latter are very various,

on account of the many crosses that can be made by inter-breeding

the various colours.

In the first place, the white mouse is perhaps the most common,
and it is certainly a pretty animal when viewed without prejudice.

As a rule, the white mice have pink feet and eyes, and the ears

at times appear pale pink through the light passing through them
to a certain extent. Whether from a more delicate constitution and
tractable disposition, or from some innate cause or inherent nature,

they are the easiest of all fancy mice to tame and teach tricks.

They also, as a rule, form the basis from which all the variegated

forms are raised, and are consequently much in demand. Occa-
sionally impure breeds or strains are raised, in which there are black

ears, eyes, and feet, and these look well as a change with the others,

but it is needless to state that they should not be raised as a fixed

variety, which they are not. For cross-breeding, too, they are not
so good as the pure white, on account of black being, as a rule,

largely introduced into the young ones obtained.

After the white come the black, some of which are black, and
others shade off to a sooty brown colour. All dark mice are lighter

underneath, and therefore the darker they are the more will this be
observed. The best to be purchased for breeding purposes are the

darkest, as it is a comparatively easy matter to reduce the coloiu",

but it is an infinitude of trouble to raise them up to full black. The
blacks are not of so delicate constitution as the whites, and they are

more wild and savage, and although they can easily be taug^it

tricks, &c., they do not learn so readily as the fawn coloured ones or

the white.

The fawn coloured mouse is perhaps the most variable as regards

colour, which runs from reddish grey to bright golden fawn (not

yellow). Some care has to be taken in the selection of the original
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stock, for although in the different crosses the various shades are

useful, still it is far preferable to have the best colours to start

with. The fawn mice are very much lighter underneath than on the

back, are far larger than the white and black varieties, and have
longer tails. These are as easy to keep as the white, and as easy

to train, and, besides, they are very handsome in appearance—

a

point not to be despised. There is one kind of fawn mouse we
have not mentioned, and that is bright fawn shading off to white,

and white or grey shading off to fawn

—

i.e., the ground colour of the

coat is white, and the hairs are tipped with fawn or the coat is mixed.

This variety looks very well, but is difficult to breed. It is produced
by crossing the two colours together, but not often.

The long-tailed field mouse is a very pretty and elegant animal,

and is easily tamed if the proper method is adopted with it. The
colour is a sandy grey, shading off to nearly white under the body,

and sometimes a brighter coloured one can be caught, nearly fawn in

colour ; but these are not so common as the darker shades, and all

are comparatively large.

The house mouse is greyish coloured, and is very active and
sharp, but not hard to tame ; and the colour comes in handy at

times to cross with others for novel results. The animal is not so
large as the field mouse, and perhaps not so good looking, but it

makes up in activity what it lacks in appearance.

The plum or lavender coloured mouse is, in our opinion, a cross

between the black and white, with a little of the house mouse, and
when of a good bright colour is very pretty. It partakes more of

the character of the black, not being so easily tamed as the white,

but in combination with other colours affords a good subject for

crossing.

The preceding are all the self colours, and others are obtained
by crossing these colours together. The various parti-coloured or

variegated mice are many, but we will only notice the chief, as other
combinations may be obtained by judicious crossing on the part of

the breeder, the same as with dogs or cats, as, to a great extent, like

begets like. Black and white ; fawn and white
;
plum and white

;

brown and white ; tortoiseshell
;
plum, white, and fawn

;
black, white,

and fawn ; black and fawn
;
grey and fawn ; silver grey ; brown and

white ; and grey and white—are some of the principal combinations
which result, though some of these are only obtained with much
trouble. Even then much depends on chance, many of the colours

coming through reversion to previous crosses.
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CAGES.

For ordinary purposes a box cage, as in Fig. 1, will be found the
most convenient, and as these are easily manufactured, no great out-
lay is involved. The
dimensions of these

cages are as fol-

lows: For a pair,

Sin. by 6in. by Sin.

high ; nest place,

2^in. wide, and the

width of the box.

For a buck and six

does, 12in. by 8in.

by 4in. ; nest places

(two). Sin. wide,

the width of the

box. A round open-
ing should admit
the mice into each
nest place. These
holes should be at

least l^in. in diam-
eter, so that the does
should not injure

themselves when
heavy with young.
A lid or lids (AA)
should be made for

renewing the nests,

and a tin receptacle

(B) should be in-

serted for food

;

these can be ob-
tained at all bird

shops. A movable
door should be made
at C for the re-

moval of all dirt

and dSbris; this is

hinged by having a

pin passed through
about 2in. from the

end. The tops (D)
should be made
movable, of either

fin. netting, or,
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what is better, ^in. parallel trellis. The wire should be tinned and

of the best quality. Fastenings should be made of tlie same pattern

as those used for bird cages, as they are simple and not easily

deranged if used fairly. These are the ordinary breeding cages. If

more than two mice are kept in the small cages, or seven in the

larger ones, two inches additional width and length should be

allowed for each mouse, or they will soon fret away and die. From
one to a dozen extra cages should be kept according to the stock.

For travelling we used boxes 6in. by 6in. by 4in. ; half covered with

stout perforated zinc is the best. In no case may mice he sent per

post.

Fig. 2 shows a show box or cage 12in. by 6in by 6in. at back, wood
sides and back, and curvilinear wire top. Comparatively light wire

. .. ,2 _

Fig. 2. Show Cage.

should be used for these cages, and the wires should be about 7-16th3
of an inch asunder. For dark mice light wood, and for light, or
white mice, dark wood should be used to form the greatest contrast
and show the animals up to the greatest advantage. No nest place
is required in these cages.

Besides the foregoing, wheel cages like the ordinary squirrel cages
are sometimes used, but we object to them, as the mice soon have
sore feet. Fancy cages can be made of any form, but these are not
so suitable for the inhabitants as the preceding. JMechanical cages,
too, are, or were, in great request, but they, generally being worked
by a wheel, are open to the same objection as the wheel cages.
Wire cages, both square and dome-shaped, are objectionable, as

they are, in the first place, too cold, and, in the second place, too light,
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as mice do best in a state of semi-darkness
;
besides, to our fancy,,

they look too much like a prison, neither do the animals appear tO'

such advantage as in the one described above. The form of the
cage is, however, a matter of individual fancy ; but we would
remind fanciers that it is the mice, and not the cage, that should be
looked at. In no case do poor, miserable specimens look well in fine'

cages —quite the reverse.

We have seen mice kept in a large-sized rectangular vivarium,
having a perforated zinc top for ventilation, and a layer of Sin. of'

dry soil at the bottom for the animals to burrow in. Here they
lived in health and bred freely, and from the fact of the earth being
a powerful deodoriser, there was little or no smell. The earth was
changed at intervals when it became foul. The plan had many
advantages, not the least of which was the ease with which the mice
could always be seen. The " Vivarium " cages admit of very pretty
arrangement with "rockery," little houses with ladders, &c., and
the mice so housed are most entertaining.

FOOD AND FEEDING.

The food of the mouse, when at liberty, consists of what it can
obtain. Grain, roots, grass and other seeds, bread, meat, cheese^

candle, &c., all come alike, and it is often the case that this indis-

criminate use of food leads to disease and death.

The field mouse forms a granary, and in it stores up a vast

accumulation of food : nuts, acorns, wheat, beans, and various other
seeds, generally form the staple, but occasionally pieces of bread,

cheese, suet, &c., are found stored away. We particularly

remember two cases where this foresight, or instinct, was shown,
although it is common to the field mouse. In Kent we were-

employed near a nut plantation, watching some men ploughing
—in fact, there was a wager as to the best ploughman—and
when near the hedgerow, a large number of "mouse nests," as-

the ploughman called them, were turned over, and altogether

about two bushels of cob-nuts were picked up. In one of these

stores we counted seven hundred and ten nuts, one hundred
and twenty acorns, forty-five beans, about a pint of wheat and
barley, and seven peas, besides other seeds. Thus the pair of mice
must have made over a thousand journeys to collect these together.

No peas had been grown within a quarter of a mile of the spot,

so we supposed those in the store had been dropped by the birds.

The nuts were fully thirty yards off, so that an immense lot of work
had to be gone through to collect so large a store. In the other

case we were planting larch near a large plantation of spruce and
Scotch fir ; we opened several nests, and got over thirty pounds
of seed (not cones), and from one nest alone we obtained over seven

pounds of fir seeds, three pounds of acorns, and over six and a
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quarter pounds of grain and other seeds. The whole of the contents

of this store we weighed, and found it contained just eighteen pounds,
but whether there was only one pair, or whether there were several

mice we could not ascertain, but the fir seeds they had collected

fetched 10s. 6d. from that one nest, and altogether we made 45s.

of the seeds we got in about five days—not a bad sum to reap

from the labour of such small animals as mice. It is a curious

and noteworthy fact that mice, when storing away food for winter

use, always select that which is soundest and fairly ripe, so that a
store of seeds is of value, if they are of any useful kind. It is

also very noticeable how clean the little animals are when in a wild

state, eating only clean food, and that free from all obnoxious
properties.

The house mouse is not, however, so particular as regards food,

and, so far as we have been able to ascertain, they make no stores of

food against a rainy day.

The food of fancy mice should be clean, and consist of substances
that are inodorous, so as to lessen the chance of unpleasant smells.

If well kept on proper food, and cleanliness is scrupulously attended
to, no offensive odour will be perceptible, with the exception of a
slight one that is given ofi from the animal itself, and this is so
slight that the scent of the sawdust will completely conceal it,

unless, as we said before, coarse substances, such as cheese, bacon,
or strong vegetables—as onions or garlic—are given them. We
have ere now known such cases, and the result has been, as might
have been expected, an intolerable stench.

The staple food of fancy mice should be stale bread soaked in milk,
and oats and bran, with an occasional change to canary seed and
millet, and other seeds that are poor in oil. Wheat should not be
given, neither should hemp, linseed, rape, mustard, &c., as they are
too oily. In preparing the bread and milk, stale bread (at least

three days old) should be crumbled into a cup or basin, and scalding
hot milk should be poured over it in just sufficient quantity to soak
the bread well without making it sloppy. Feed regularly once a day
with this, and when the mice cease eating remove the tin, and
throw in some oats or canary seed. This they will eat at leisure

;

and each time the cages are cleaned out some bran should be
thrown in along with the sawdust, partly for them to eat and partly
to assist in absorbing moisture. During the winter a small portion
of suet chopped fine, or lean meat well boiled and chopped up, should
be given once or twice a week with canary or millet seeds instead of
oats. Water is not, as a rule, necessary, the moisture in the bread
and milk being sufficient ; but if dry food is alone used, then a little

milk should be given from time to time. During spring and summer
a few blades of flowering grass will be welcome, and at all seasons a
small piece or two of carrot occasionally will be taken with apparent
relish. On no account should salt food be given, as it disagrees with
the little animals, and sugar should only be used sparingly, as it tends
to make the mice too fat and gives them a rough appearance. The
tins iu Avhich the bread and milk are put should be scalded out at least
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three times a week, and they should be kept clean in all parts,

especially if the backs are of brass, as they sometimes are. In fact,

great cleanliness should be used in every part of the feeding arrange-

ments.

BREEDING AND CROSSING FOR COLOUR.

To breed an animal of any sort well, it is necessary to have some
standard of excellence to which it is desirable to attain. Now,
whether this standard has been laid down for mice we do not know,
but when we kept them we had a standard of our own. To commence
with, the size of the mouse was a great consideration, especially with
multi-coloured subjects, as the larger the surface the more imposing
the colours appear. The tail should be long, and in proportion to

the size of the body, or an incongruity appears. The head should be
medium sized ; the ears round and leaf- shaped, not flat

;
eyes in white

subjects of a bright pink, and in dark subjects jet black, very bright

and bead-like ; and the head should present a sharp and intelligent

appearance generally. The coat should be close, smooth, and sleek,

and not rough in patches. Feet clean, and in the w^hite subjects of a

pink colour, like the ears ; but in dark colours, of the colour that

predominates in the coat. The general aspect of the animal should

be brisk, sharp, and lively, and the colour or colours should strike

the eye in a pleasant manner.
In breeding, care should be taken to obtain strains so that some

peculiarity of colour or form should be retained. Thus, a strain of

silver grey mice is very beautiful ; so is a strain of plum or lavender,

and these strains should be kept intact, and not crossed by other

colours. A strain of whites with black ears and feet, although liable

to revert more or less, is still worth keeping, as the animals fetch a
fair sum, and some trouble would be experienced in breeding out
faults of colour. The same with any other particular colour or form
of marking, as peculiarities of this description are more easily

obtained by in-and-in breeding than by crossing various diverse

marked animals together. Good points or faults are perpetuated by
breeding, and by judicious breeding perfect animals are obtained,

whereas careless crossing only results in a deterioration of the

subject taken in hand. This holds good with horses and cattle as

well as smaller animals ; therefore it behoves breeders to carefully

study what they require before effecting a cross. AVith mice we
sometimes find faulty ears, badly shaped heads, small size, bad coats,

&c., and by careful selection these faults can be bred out in two or

three generations. If ears are badly shaped in a doe—say they are

deficient in size—then take a buck that has oversized ears, and some,
if not all the young ones from the cross, will show an improvement

;
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the same with all faults of form—a judicious course of selection of

male and female will soon show its effects, by remedying the evils

which it is desired to eradicate.

More difficulty will be experienced in fixing the various colours, as

the tendency to revert is so very great, where care has not been

taken to keep the blood pure for several generations, the colour often

revertiog in a perfectly bewildering manner. Indeed, at times one

feels inclined to believe that the animals are almost like the chameleon

—able to change colour at will. For self colours, the best plan is to

obtain all the coloured mice in pairs (a buck and doe), and keep

them distinct in separate cages, so that the colours shall be kept pure.

In three months the first litters will be old enough to breed from,

and if only a small stock is required, put separate pairs together in

the small cages previously described. These pairs should be selected

to produce piebalds, or two-coloured animals, and care should be

taken always to pair the same colours at other times
;

as, a plum
buck and white doe should always be paired to others of the same
colour, for, strange as it may appear, if a white doe throws a litter to

a plum buck, if afterwards placed with a sandy buck, some of the

young from the cross are almost sure to show plum markings. In

fact, the colours of previous crosses show themselves more or less

throughout the whole life of the different litters obtained.

Silver grey is obtained by crossing a very light black (if we may
be allowed the term) buck with a white doe, or vice versa ; or by
crossing very light plum or grey with white, and then crossing the

lightest colour obtained with white for two or three generations.

It is, however, useless to cross piebalds for this purpose, and at aU
times the results are not certain.

Black and white is obtained by crossing the two colours together.

The same for any two combinations of colour. In this class the

more evenly the animals are marked the better, as uniform markings
are the prettiest. To secure a continuance of uniform markings,
choose two that are marked nearly or quite alike, and continue to

breed from the best of the young ones so obtained. By careful

selection and constant care in this direction, strains can be obtained
that will throw a large percentage of young ones marked like the

parents. Some of the forms of marking previously described are

very handsome, and are, moreover, very saleable, paying well for

the trouble of selection.

To obtain tri-coloured mice two crosses are necessary : crossing a

coloured mouse with a piebald or other colours, or crossing two
piebalds together, as fawn and white with black and white, which
produces tortoiseshell, though rarely. In these crosses it is very
often the case that piebalds are produced, instead of three-coloured
animals ; and sometimes, as we have experienced, black, fawn, white,

black and white, and fawn and white are produced in one litter

;

on more than one occasion we have had two tortoiseshells in one
litter. Tortoiseshells, or other tri-coloured mice, paired together,

generally produce the greater percentage of animals coloured like

the parents, especially if they have been bred in-and-in for several
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generations, and excepting a slight loss of size, no harm whatever
accrues from this practice.

The combinations of colours must be left to the fancy of the

breeder, but in all cases bright, showy, and effective combinations
should he obtained if possible, A good selection of matched pairs is

very effective, and at the same time valuable : and when in good con-
dition, are as pretty animals as can be wished for.

In breeding ordinary white mice, one buck and six does may
run together ; and these should, of course, be the finest examples to

be had, so that the produce shall be good and of a nice size. Small
mice do not look well, neither do they sell well.

In breeding, pairs, or any number of does up to six, can run with

the buck, and should a promiscuous stock of coloured mice be
required—and sometimes good things are originated in this way—
let the does be of different colours and the buck a different colour to

the does. By this means a large variety of mixed colours can be
had with a small stock.

The young animals should not be paired until they are three

mouths old, or perhaps older, as it then allows of their full develop-
ment, and the produce will be finer, well repaying for the time of

waiting. Mice will, however, breed at six weeks old, but we have
generally found the progeny to be very weak.
When the doe takes to the nest she should not be disturbed or

looked at for a fortnight, by which time the young ones are able to

take care of themselves. When the young mice appear outside the

nests a few crushed groats should be given them, and continued for

ten days or so, when they will go on with oats. The doe goes about
twelve days with young.

In no case should the mice be too crowded, or they assume a rough
appearance and soon die

; not more than six or seven should be kept
in one cage, and cleanliness should be most scrupulously attended to.

ENEMIES AND AILMENTS.

In a wild state mice are troubled with not a few enemies. Owls,
stoats, weasels, hawks, cats, &c., are all fond of mice, and if it were
not for their great fecundity, they would soon be extinct. In the

case of house mice, the only animal that is antagonistic to their wel-

fare is the cat, and were it not for the rather too trustful habit of

the mice, cats would have but a poor chance with them. Poison is

another and most powerful enemy of the mouse, but then the victims

retaliate by going into inaccessible places to die ; and the stench

they—or rather their bodies—produce stands them in good stead

against poisons, phosphorus perhaps excepted, as mice poisoned by
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phosphorus cause but a slight smell, as the bodies dry up and become
desiccated, as it were. Corrosive poisons, as arsenic for instance,

allow the body to rot and so cause decay of a most offensive nature.

We give these hints as it is very probable that the keepers of fancy
mice on a large scale will find them useful. Great care must,

however, be taken in the use of poisons, as at times we have heard
of fanciers who have poisoned their stock of fancy mice as well as

the wild ones.

In the case of fancy mice, the first enemy—the cat— is easily

guarded against, as she cannot get through a space less than two
inches in width. Rats sometimes, although not often, cause trouble,

and with them a morsel of singed or "frizzled" bacon or cheese

proves a stronger temptation than grain, and consequently they are

easily trapped. They also have a great antipathy to tar or car-

bolic acid, generally giving places strongly scented with these articles

a very wide berth. Where it is not convenient to use these, wire

netting of fin. mesh is an efficient safeguard.

Wild mice are about the greatest living enemies that the fancier

has to contend with, and the only plan to pursue with these is to

catch all you can, and to lay sheets of glass over the wired portion

of the cages in which the fancy animals are kept. If the wild ones
can gain access to those which are tame, they fight until one or both
are killed. In country places sometimes, though fortunately very
rarely, a stoat or weasel will obtain an entrance, but, as with the

wild mice, a sheet of glass is the best preventive of harm.
Insects are sometimes present in dirty cages, but frequent

changes into clean ones soon gets rid of these unwelcome visitants.

A drop or two of carbolic acid on the floor of the cage, or a little

fine sulphur dusted amongst the sawdust, is a very good thing

where there are many insects. Cleanliness is, however, the best

cure.

Roughness of coat and general debility are usually caused by
overcrowding in too small cages, and the remedy is patent. Plenty
of room, and not too many in a cage, is the remedy for this ailment.

If, however, it arises from old age, there is no cure.

Asthmatical complaints, for which there is no cure, are caused by
• exposing the animals to damp and cold, and where this is not done
asthmatical mice are scarce. The so called "singing" by mice is

said to be the result of an asthmatical affection. Skin diseases some-
times appear, and for these, as for the preceding, there is no cure.

In all cases where a bad and incurable disease exists in any animal,

the most merciful thing for it is a sudden and as painless a death
as can be devised.
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TEACHING TRICKS.

This is a question of time, and no royal road to the art exists. ITie

first thing to be overcome is /ear, both in the animal and teacher,

and until this is achieved no success worth mentioning can be at-

tained.

Constant acquaintance is required for this first step, handling
carefully but firmly, and, above all things, feeding the subjects im-
mediately after they have received their lesson, which latter should
not be too prolonged. After tameness is obtained, these lessons

should be commenced, and as all of them partaiie of the same nature,

we will only describe one, and that is bringing down a flag from the

top of a pole. For this purpose a round stick, about eighteen inches

long and half an inch (or less) in diameter, is required, and a small

paper flag or two—the stick made of a match, and the flag about
half an inch square, or it may be triangular, as best suits the taste.

The pole should be roughened with some coarse glass paper, and the

handle of the flag should be scented with a small drop of oil of ani-

seed and then placed on the top of the pole. The mouse should be
allowed to smell the flag before placing it in position, and in nine
cases out of ten it will at once ascend to the flag and bring it down.
If it does not do so the same process should be gone through, and if

not effective, a flag that has tallow on the stick should be substituted
;

and should this not prove attractive, the lesson should cease for the

day. Each time the flag is brought down a grain or two of canary
seed should be given to the animal ; and if these lessons are persisted

in for a week or two, that trick will be most effectually learned, and
another can be taken in hand. Always give lessons before feeding,

and every time the mouse is successful give a reward. Never give
sugar in any form, as it causes a disease of the liver.

bhort daily lessons are far preferable to long intermittent ones, as
they are not then forgotten.

White, lavender, and fawn mice are the easiest to train, then
piebalds, and, lastly, black, but these latter are very dull in learning.

CONCLUSION.

Criticisms and EemarTis on Crossing, &c., by Dr. Carter Blalce.

We hope the foregoing will be found of use to mice fanciers, being
the results of our own practice, and we were very successful. The
smallness and beauty of the animals render them very nice pets, and
the cost of food is very small, amounting to a mere trifle for a
large collection, whilst for quietness and agility they are not to be
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surpassed The value of the animals is large when good coloured

ones are obtained, and they are always saleable. The cages may be
made by anyone and at a small cost, unless large fancy cages are

used. The great enemy—offensive smell—is not noticed to any
appreciable degree if our rules are followed ; and we are sure no one
will object to such a slight scent as they give off when kept clean.

As the animals, as a rule, are so healthy, no expense in medicines
has to be defrayed, and as this is not the rule with the generality of

other pets, it is an immense advantage. We may add that the price

for ordinary colours varies from 6d. to 55. per pair, while unusual
colours fetch from 55. to 10s. per pair, as a rule, while it sometimes
happens that a tortoiseshell will fetch double the latter amount.

Some time after the publication of the first edition of this little

book, the following interesting and valuable letter, from the pen of

Dr. C. Carter Blake, lecturer on comparative anatomy and zoology

at Westminster Hospital, appeared in The Bazaar :

" Sir,—Fancy mice have always been a popular source of recreation.

Children keep them, without any fear lest their pets should be found
out in after life to be mere half-imbecile smooth brained mammals.
My object in these lines is to attempt to prove to readers that a
material exists, accessible to all, which will enable any rational

student to test the laws of hybridity and reversion of varieties. To
make my ground clear, I may point out what is known and current

respecting the varieties of mice. Not to bore my readers too much
with technicalities, I shall only allude to three authorities, Pallas,

Fischer, and Bell.

" Pallas, in his Nova Species Quadrupedunie Glirium Ordine, 4to,

Erlangen, 1786, perhaps the best monograph on the mice that has ever

been published, tells us only of three varieties : One black-coloured,

like the rat ; one of the ordinary colour (that is to say, dark grey
above and light grey below), but of which the trunk is covered with
large white spots ; and one entirely white, with red eyes.

"Fischer, in his Synopsis Mammalium, 8vo, Stuttgardt, 1829,
gives five varieties : One entirely black, one helvolus, one spotted
with white, one white spotted with grey, and one entirely white with
red eyes. Of course, one of the first elements of doubt in this descrip-

tion is what special variety, now known or recognisable to us, can be
identified under the word helvolus. There is no mouse, except the

albino, to which the definition ' flesh coloured' could possibly apply,

and even in the case of the albino it would only be true of the tail,

wherein the epithet would be alike definite and recognisable. That
helvolus has by Littleton been translated flesh-colour, every-one
knows. Nor in the present day, when men, including Mr. Gladstone,
are disputing respecting the precise meaning of the Greek word,
used to denote colour, shall I attempt to particularise all the mean-
ings that may be attached to the word helvolus. The shades of

broAvn have always formed difficulties for the zoologist. I shall,

however, for the sake of convenience, suppose that fuscus is dark
brown or dun

;
fulvus, light brown, bay, or chestnut ; and helvolus

B
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the colour Isabella (named by the laundress of Isabella I.) or tawny.
Sometimes this colour is called buff, and it is confused with those
that indicate a saffron or chrome yellow tint. The Isabella coloured
mouse is not infrequent.

"Bell's 'British Quadrupeds' has been taken generally as a safe

guide to those persons who wish to acquire something like a know-
ledge of the animals of our islands. The description of the mouse
given therein can scarcely be said to err by reason of excess of pre-
cision or exactitude. The point that may be especially noticed is

that Bell speaks of five or six young being ordinarily produced at a

birth. This assertion considerably underrates the real case. I have
had seven instances during the last two months in which more young
have been produced at a birth, and one in which twelve were born.

The question of number largely depends on the amount of food
given, and, if the mice are fed well, there is no reason why the
greater number should not be born. Of course, in the case of young
mice, if they are put to breed too early, the offspring are not only
small in size, chetif in aspect, but are also in greater number than in

more adult specimens.

*'Many of the older zoologists, even of the school of the late Sir "\V\

Lawrence, were under the impression that the albino variety was a

permanent one—i.e., that albino bucks and does produced broods of

albino young. It appears, however, that the albino mouse freely

comes in the midst of a wild or tame brood, like Melchizedec, with-

out antecedent or consequent, and that the physiological character

of absence of the black pigment of the rete mucosum is not always
transmitted to the offspring. On the other hand, it does not appear
that the albino breed is in any way less productive than other mice.

An example may be given: Two albino mice were mated. The
birth produced nine. One of these, devoured by the mother almost
at once, was dark brown and white ; two were albinos, exactly like

the parents ; two were plum-coloured, with lightish tails ; two were
exactly similar to the common grey wild mouse, but much smaller

than it in size ; and two were of a breed which, as it is almost un-
known to me, I prefer to describe in detail. The individuals are

large, very black, the tail being entirely black ; the ears rounded and
prominent, unlike those of all mice, and similar to those of the black

rat (Mus rattus) ; the moustaches long, the hair on the head, snout,

and back very long. The nose is longer and more acuminate than
in most of the varieties of mice. I know not what name to give to

this variety for the purpose of convenient distinction, but suggest that

of ' uracoid ' mice, from the Greek for rat. Of course, I am aware
that the insectivorous Sorex has a name, probably derived from the

above term, as the French souris has in its turn been taken from
Sorex, and that the true mygale of jElian was certainly our shrew.

But the confusion that has always existed in the minds of the

ancients between the lesser mammalia has left the Greek word for

rat almost unnoticed. Even Cuvier was venturesome enough to

suggest that the black (and a fortiori the brown) rat was unknown
to the ancients. Il we admit that mygale meant the shrew, we must
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assign some meaning to urax ; and the fact that some lexicographer*

give rat as its equivalent, leads me to be very willing to pick up an

unoccupied name, the adoption of which cannot lead to any con-

fusion with other species. It may be safely said of this uracoid

mouse that if it had originated apart, and if 1 had not had perfect

proof of its descent, there would have been plenty of speculation as

to its being probably a hybrid, with some allied species of 3Ius, and
its discovery might have marked the epoch of a controversy as dire

as that which attended the 'leporine.' I am not, however, tempted
to place this accidental variety on a higher pedestal than that which
its singular appearance most certainly merits. The variation which
has led to so many colours being produced from one blood is really

due to the law which M. De Selys-Longchamps, and later Mr.
Charles Darwin, have insisted on, that the offspring do not neces-

sarily partake of the colours of the parents, but revert according to

the law of ' atavism ' in some cases to the primitive ' wild ' type of

tlie Mus musculiis ; in others to imitate sister varieties in colours

that the parents did not themselves possess ; and in this case, to

return to a physiognomy which I may call, not especially the rat

type, but the generalised murine type. The excess of dark pigment
in the tail is a significant fact coupled with the entire paucity of its

existence in both parents and brethren.

''Another example may be given in which the law of 'atavism'

does not go quite so far. Two white mice are paired, and there is a

progeny of seven. Four of these are indistinguishable from the wild

mouse of our houses, and three are white like the parents. Here the

preserved absence of plum-coloured, fawn-coloured, or black elements
in the parents of the white mice has not led to the progeny throwing
any of those varieties in colour which have produced piebald (or

rather skewbald) mice elsewhere in such profusion. The case ia

one, therefore, of simple reversion to the specific, not to the generic

type, and it has occurred exactly in the most aberrant variety, i.e.,

the albino.
" Darwin has well shown that when grey and white mice are paired,

the young ones are not piebald nor of an intermediate colour, but all

pure white or of the ordinary grey colour ; so it is when wisite and
common coloured turtle doves are paired. He takes this as an
example of the law that when two breeds are crossed, their characters
usually become intimately fused together, but some characters refuse
to blend, and are transmitted in an unmodified state, either from
both parents or from one. Mr. J. Douglas remarks, with regard to
game fowls, a strange fact that if a black and a white game are
crossed, the birds of both breeds are obtained of the clearest colour.

" Analogous facts have been observed with plants. It is remark-
able, as has been strongly insisted on by Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire
in regard to animals, that the transmission of characters without
fusion occurs most rarely when species are crossed. Mr. Darwin
only knows of one exception, it being in the hybrids naturally pro-
duced between the common and hooded crow (0. corone and comix)

y

which, however, are closely allied species, differing in nothing except

B 2
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colour. He urges that such cases as puppies in the same litter closely

resembling two distinct breeds are probably due to superfoetation,

that is, to the influence of two parents. Care, however, was taken of

the parentage of the mice in the cases I have given.

*'It is very difficult to observe such facts as these without in a
measure accepting some theory akin to that of Mr. Darwin's ' pan-
generis.' If we conceive the black pigment in the rete mucosum of

the tail of uracoid mice as existing in a higher state of development
in the primordial ancestor of the genus Mus ; if we imagine it de-

veloped to a less degree in the typical grey Mus musculus ; and if

we suppose it almost entirely aborted in the albino mice then re-

appearing in the uracoid mouse, we have the theory of reversion or
atavism brought to its fair test of practical experience. It may then
appear that the theories of speculative biologists may be tested by
reference to an inexpensive and common animal, that breeds plenti-

fully, and may afford far more easy series of specimens than the
rarer and more valuable species.

'* Bell is, as usual, excessively vague about the varieties of the com-
mon mouse. He gives as a character of the albino alone the fact

that it becomes exceedingly tame, running about the table, and
allowing itseK to be taken in the hand without manifesting any
alarm. But this psychological character connotes all other varieties

of tame mouse than that which has white hair and red eyes. He
speaks of a wild variety, of the ordinary size, nearly black above,

and very dark grey beneath, taken in Hertfordshire and Warwick-
shire. A vague description of this character, of course, precludes my
identification of such variety with my uracoid mice. Bell further

speaks of a pale grey variety, without the least mixture of brown

;

of an exceptional variety, at Wezford Hill, in which the mice were
of an unusually dark colour, especially along the dorsal line, which
was nearly black ; and he goes on to specify some of the other

varieties. He adopts the one from Pallas, of the ordinary colour,

more or less patched with white; and also speaks of a pale buff

variety, which is not rare. It is, of course, just possible that this

variety may be equivalent to the helvolus of Fischer. He states

that the grey, patched and pale buff varieties have the black eyes

of the common mouse, and are not, therefore, albinos. But the

arrangement of his sentences evidently leads us to imagine that

the pied mouse of India, the rick or barn mouse of Scotland, and
the grey Hertfordshire varieties are albinos.

"I have probably said enough here respecting the breeds of mice.

Some experience, however, has not yet led me to observe the naked
mice which are described in the 'Proceedings Zoological Society*

(1856, p. 38), nor after many experiments in breeding and cross-

breeding all varieties and colours of mice does there appear to be any
tendency to the production of the breed which we may call really

piebald, i.e., of three colours, say black, white, and brown. The
term 'skewbald' was appUed by the late Dr. Gray to varieties of

horse that were tinted in two colours alone. We have the two-

coloured variety common in the wild mouse, as we have in the
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guinea pig the three-coloured form. When we glance at the

enormous prolificacy of the domestic rabbit, guinea pig, and white

mouse, when closely confined under various climates, we may note

the comments of Darwin that in the Zoological Gardens some
rodents have coupled, but have never produced young ; some have
neither coupled nor bred, but a few have bred, as the porcupine,

more than once, the Barbary mouse, lemming, and the agati, several

times. The species, however, which has bred more than once in the

Zoological Gardens is the one which, perhaps, might have been least

expected, the flying squirrel, but the female never produced more
than two young at a birth ; when in her native American home she

bears from three to six young. What the zoologist now wants is

regular and accurate statistics of the numbers of young in wild and
tame rodents. If such a table induces the conclusion that sterility

is often induced by captivity, another fact will be gained for Darwin,
and my fancy mice will be an encouragement to their proprietor.

" I have already stated what are the most common breeds of fancy
mice. I shall now proceed to show the method by which varieties

of cross colour may be produced almost at will, and how to enable

the practical mouse-fancier to obtain some of the reputed cross-

breeds. In this investigation it will be my duty to follow with some
care the statements of ' An Old Fancier,' and if it should be
found that our conclusions are not identical in any way, and that

my experience differs from his, I can only say that ' there is nothing
BO brutally conclusive as a fact,' and that mine have the advantage
of being able to appeal to witnesses and living specimens, whilst

the results I have obtained are precisely those which fit in well

with the theories alike of Broca and Darwin. Let me, therefore,

in order that my facts should be understood clearly, premise a few
extracts from my brood book.
"The author I quote lays down as a principle that 'black and white

are obtained by crossing the two colours together. The same for any
two combinations of colour' (p. 11). This argument reminds one
of that of the counsel for the plaintiff in Stradling v. Stiles :

' What-
ever is black and white is pyed, and whatever is pyed is black and
white

;
ergo, black and white is pyed, and vice versa, pyed is black

and white.' (' Pope's Works,' ed. 1824, vol. vii., 219). This
statement, of course, is traversed by Darwin in a passage I have
already given. Let me now test it by facts.

"A. Both buck and doe black and white, nine young produced.
Two dead ; seven black and white. This was what we might have
expected.

" B. Plum and white buck
;
plum doe. Twelve produced. Five

dead ; three albinos ; four young grey self colour, that may with
maturer life prove to be plum colour, or may ' revert.'

" C. Both buck and doe fawn and white. Nine young produced,
Three dead ; three fawn self colour ; three black. Here the white
colour in the parents is not indicated in the progeny, and in its place

a new black element is introduced.

"D. Fawn and white buck; black and white doe. Seven young
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produced. One dead; six black and white young living. Here the

fawn-coloured element in the male has entirely disappeared, and all

the young partake of the characters of the female.
" E. Fawn self-colour buck ; black and white doe. Six young were

produced. Three were born dead ; one is black and white, like the
mother, and two are fawn and white. There is no self-colour fawn
in the litter, yet the colours of the male and female are in some sort

combined.
'•F. Albino buck ; fawn doe. Nine young produced. Two dead;

four albinos, like the father ; one fawn, like the mother ; one jet

black, and one reverted to the ' wild grey ' type. Here the black
element has again been produced unexpectedly, and nothing in the

appearance of the father or mother could have shown that they
might have thrown a black or a grey progeny.

" G. Fa.wn and white buck; albino doe. Four young produced;
two fawn self colour, and two albinos. A theorist would, in this

case, have confidently speculated that the fawn self-colour would be
older in time than the fawn and white, but it has not been so, and
the progeny has reverted to a breed that no doubt existed in the
ancestors of the buck.

" A consideration of these facts ought to show that the problem of

cross-breeding does not lie so much in a nutshell, and that it is im-
possible to be settled merely by offhand generalisation.

" We have next to criticise the statement that silver-grey is obtained

by crossing very light black with white, or by crossing very light flesh

or grey with white (p. 11). Let me, therefore, repeat my corroboration

of the statement of Darwin (* Animals and Plants under Domestica-
tion,' ii., 62), that ' When grey and white mice are paired the young
are not piebald, nor of an intermediate tint, but are pure white, or of

the ordinary grey colour.' The reason for this is a philosophical

one, as with hybrids and mongrels it frequently or generally happens
that one part of the body resembles more or less closely one parent,

and another part the other parent ; and here again some resistance

to fusion, or what comes to the same thing, some mutual affinity be-

tween the organic atoms of the same nature, apparently comes into

play; for otherwise all parts of the body would be equally inter-

mediate in character. So, again, when the offspring of hybrids or

mongrels which are themselves nearly intermediate in character

revert either wholly or by segments to their ancestors, the principle

of the affinity of similar, or the repulsion of dissimilar atoms, must
come into action. Some experience in breeding has led me to prefer

the theory that silver-grey can be produced not by any intentional

cross whatever ; least of all by such a one as the author has sug-

gested, but by taking the lightest individuals and selecting from
them

"Another statement is one to which I must respectfully demur. It

is suggested that ' one buck and six does should run together,' and,

again, ' any number of does up to six can run with the buck.' To
this I must say, that unless the does are carefully isolated, jealousy

in the harem is sure to supervene, and even if the adult does do noli
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fight and assert all the rights of females, any young litter will be
devoured as soon as born by some disappointed odalisque. A desire

for protection of the litter should lead to the rejection of this plan
;

and a wish to avoid the catastrophe indicated in Isaiah iv., 1, should

protect the buck himself from being, peradventure, devoured.

Besides, if a number of females are placed together, they clamour
for their victuals, and the weakest of the lot may be accidentally

injured.
The "best laid schemes o' mice and men.
Gang aft agley.

"Another statement of 'An Old Fancier' is more significant to the

zoologist. He suggested that ' the long-tailed field mouse is a very
pretty and elegant animal . . . and serves well to strengthen a strain

of fancy mice which has been debilitated by much in-and-in breed-

ing.' * This statement deserves some comment. If the long-tailed

field mouse, or Mus sylvaticiis, really breeds with another species,

the Mus musculus, a curious fact would be gained for science that

even the best students of hybridityf have not noticed. Of course,

the greater size of the long-tailed field mouse might be supposed to

be a bar to a successful brood ; but even this fact should not blind

one to the idea that the long-tailed field mouse might breed with the

house mouse. But, as a fact, does it ? Are we quite certain that all

the individuals of wild mice that we might find in hayricks are in

reality M. sylvatici ? It is probable that a large proportion are

merely house mice that have taken to the open, and peradventure, by
good living, freedom from the assaults of cats, and distance from
their enemies, acquired the long ears of the long-tailed field mouse.
If, however, the two widely separated species have really bred
together (I do not see why not), I should be prepared for the recep-

tion of a number of detailed facts respecting the progeny, and I
should be glad to get them.

" While on this subject, let me notice the common idea that Sa-
voyard children take with them on their organic peregrinations the
marmotte in a little cage. The marmotte—not, of course, the mar-
mot—is the Arctomys marmola, a species of rodent, bearing some
resemblance to the dormouse. Even Littre, who is about as unpro-
saic and uninventive a writer as any that can be found, speaks of the
little Savoyard girls, who exhibited marmottes during the last cen-
tury, being covered with a peculiar bonnet, consisting of a piece of

stuff placed on the head, the point behind, and the ends tied under
the chin, which style of head gear is also called marmotte. That
these animals may have been some sort of rodent exhibited in

boxes that these girls carried of course I do not say ; but the fact

remains that inquiry amongst the low Italians has satisfied me
that the domestic pet they exhibit is merely the common albino

white house mouse, and that those people who want to see the

* See the first edition of this hook.
t " Paul Broca. Hyhridity in Man and Animals." English translation by G.

Carter Blake. 8vo. London. 1864.
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Alpine marmot had better go to the Alps than to Hatton Wall for

it. The younger generation may imagine that what a peasant from
the Grisons calls montanella, one from the Tridentina marmontana,
and an Italian from the Piedmontese marmotta, is really a new form
of rodent that does not exist in England, and, when he finds merely
the albino mouse submitted to his vision, he sees that he has not
more material at his disposal than he might have acquired at home.
I am inclined to believe that the real marmotte (murmelthier) is not
brought to England in a captive state. Of course, the white mice
can be produced anywhere.

" Now a word on the minds and morals of mice. The author says

that ' the blacks are not of so delicate constitution as the whites,

and they are more wild and savage, and although they can easily be
taught tricks, &c., they do not learn so readily as the fawn-coloured
ones or the white' (p. 4). I am strongly inclined to believe that the

faculty of learning tricks is dependent, not on the external colour of

the animal, but on the manner and degree of housing or feeding him.

If a mouse be well treated, and the food supplied to him be regular,

and children be kept from poking him up, there is no reason why he
should not be capable of any amount of performances. Colour by
itself appears to make very little difference.

" It is also stated of the house mouse that, ' So far as we have been
able to ascertain, they make no stores of food against a rainy day

(p. 9). This is probably due to their partial domestication, and to

there generally being a stock of food for them to gain access to

—

matters that would probably change the habits of any animal.'

Before we criticise the reasons in this case, let us examine the fact.

In 1849 I found in a well known mouse nest in a bedroom in London,
a deposit consisting of bread, cheese, and especially of the debris of

walnuts, wherein the shells and peels contained a large proportion of

nutritious aliment. Similar instances have been recorded. My mice
in their cages hoard as much as they can before the cages are cleaned.

Of course, there may have been two reasons for this deposit—either

it was accumulated for the purpose of ' winter hoard ' or as a food
for the forthcoming layette. But in neither case, except in the most
figurative language, can it be stated that it was a store ' against a

rainy day,' as what the roofed-in house mouse have to do with rain

in their holes is an undiscovered and, perhaps, an irrelevant problem.
The only point I wish to prove is the fact that the house-mouse,
wild or tame, does accumulate food, and that in a degree that shows
it no unworthy member of the rodent order, who generally are dis-

tinguished for the accumulation of stores on the most gigantic scale,

and repeat in this habit the instincts of many animals beneath them
in the zoological series.

" So far for the psychological characters of mice. Now regarding
the food. Bread and water is as good as bread and milk as a food,

and a pampered mouse becomes useless and infertile. Over-feeding
is as dangerous as under-feeding. On the other hand, a diet com-
posed almost entirely of oats is (on this side of the Tweed at least)

too low and too insipid for ordinary rodents. The common sense of
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the keeper should be his guide, and he should never give too many
vegetables. I give none to mine.

"Another danger, and that a serious one, is the intrusion of wild

mice into the cages of the tame ones. The rapidity with which a

hole is bored through, and the whole brood spoilt by their parentage
being rendered as doubtful as that of the modern Greeks, can

scarcely be imagined.
" It has been proposed to cover up the front of the cages with glass,

but it is better to attack the wild mice in their own homes than to

attempt to make the ventilation of the tame mice cages more close

than it really is. Besides, it is the woodwork near the corners of the

cages which is the point of attack of the wild mice, and this is left

unprotected if glass is put only in front of the cages. A discreet cat

will not disturb the cages of the tame mice, and the smell of her

will drive away many of the wild mice. Of course, the amount of

confidence which can be placed in a cat is very small, but if the

cages are properly fastened together, the cat will in time learn to

acquire the civilised and moral instinct of never attempting to steal

what she cannot get at.

"If any of these remarks help on other breeders to acquire some
notion of the philosophy of hybrids, my task will have been fulfilled.

If we remember that mice are both prolific and cheap, we may also

realise the fact that specific variation in the mice may, if we only

devote sufficient attention to it, be as wide of the character of the old

parent stock as in the pigeon or rabbit
;
and, unlike these species, we

may be certain that we have the real old original ancestor before us,

existing in numbers in an undoubtedly pure race."

Dr. C. Carter Blake has rather doubted the correctness of some of

our results, as described in the first edition of this book. Suftice it to

say that we gave the results of a long and large practice in breeding,

and from a breeder's point of view, since we never troubled our heads
with science when mice were our particular hobby. As, however.
Dr. Carter Blake may be right so far as regards the crossing of

Mas sylvaticus with the tame ones of which we spoke in the

first edition, and as we may not have paid sufficient attention

to the matter for the reason stated above, we withdraw the state-

ment ; but should on any occasion a chance occur to again try the

experiment, we shall try it in such a manner as to give certain

results. As to the results of one cross only, Dr. Carter Blake would
do well to recollect that you cannot get mice from any which have
not been crossed in a recent generation ; but so far as colour

is concerned, if an albino is a monstrosity, why should not all

the young produced be of the original colour, i.e., the colour of the

wild species ? From a practical point of view, we may as well cast

doubt on a strain of fowls, for why should not speckled Hamburghs
produce the same variations as to colour, and run back to the original

colour of the wild original of our domestic fowls, as keep to their

present colour ? I would also ask if wild sheep have wool of the

colour and texture of our domesticated varieties, and if red and
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white is the original colour of the progenitors of domestic cattle?

One experiment is not enough to decide questions in colour breeding,

and we would suggest, if Dr. Carter Blake still keeps mice, that he
pair a black and a white mouse together, and from their produce again
pair a black and a white one together, and so on for say six genera-
tions, making a note of the resultant litter from each cross. The
whole experiment will not take more than about two years, and we
have no doubt, at the end of that time the Doctor will admit that we
are not so far wrong in our hints as to crossing for colour, and that

the colours have got somewhat mixed. We claim very little from a
first cross, but by selection of the colour we want from a series of in-

and-in crosses, a colour will get fixed, and a fixed variety—so far as

colour is concerned—will be obtained. At the same time we are

open to admit that the subject of breeding for colour is much
confused, and is a matter of much discussion ; but if, instead of going
in for one experiment only, persons interested would take the same
family —i.e., from one father and mother—through several genera-

tions and carefully note the result, order would result from the
present state of chaos.



APPENDIX.

FANCY MICE FOR EXHIBITION.

Mrs. Leslie Williams, a lady who lias given considerable
attention to modern fancy mice, their breeding and ex-

hibiting, contributed some excellent papers on the subject of

The Bazaar, and these we reproduce here for the benefit to
other fanciers.

The formerly much-despised mouse is coming nearer and
nearer to the front in the ranks of the fancy. Every year
more shows give classes for these little animals ; and their

keeping and management are so simple, and the interest and
pleasure to be got out of them so great as compared with
the small cost of their maintenance and the little trouble they
give, that they are bound to become still more popular a.s

time goes on.

The best start possible for the beginner in mice, who
perhaps has never seen a fancy mouse that was not either

white, or piebald (black-and-white), or skewbald (brown or
yellow, or any colour and white), is to go to a show, such as
Cheltenham or Oxford, where a number of really good speci-

mens are to be seen. The size of these, the beauty of both
self-coloured and parti-coloured or multi-coloured, will open
the eyes of the novice to a startling degree. True, the prices

of these beauties as catalogued are also rather startling, in

some cases running into pounds; but then these are the fruit

of months of careful breeding and rearing, and breeding-stock
may be obtained at very reasonable rates—from 5s. to £1 a
pair may be said to embrace all deviations in value.

Mice at shows nowadays are generally classified, more or
less, as follows :

" Self-colours," " Broken-colours," and " Even-
marked." The self-colours include orange or fawn mice,
which are exceedingly handsome, and usually larger than the
other varieties; blacks (which run rather small), creams,
plums, chocolates, silver greys, &c., and whites are shown in

this class. Broken-colours are really piebalds and skewbalds,
and their value depends on size, beauty of form, and rich-

ness of colour and markings.
The most valuable strain of mice is that known as " even-

marked," which term explains itself. Breeding " even-marks "
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is very sporting, and consists in a process of selection akin
to that used in Dutch rabbit-breeding, with the difference
that in-breeding in mice cannot be carried far, as it makes
them small, a grave fault. Three-coloured mice are also very
valuable and charming.
The aim of some breeders at present is to produce a re-

liable strain of black and tans, both evenly marked like the
black and tan rabbit, and broken in patches, which will be
tortoiseshell. All strains of colours can now be had bred
with great care and purity, and should the amateur purchase
any distinct colour, it would be a great mistake to cross
them one with another, as this would mean retrogression.
The Mouse Club is increasing its membership, and bids fair

to become a powerful society. The secretary is Mr. Enoch
Welburn, Pack Horse Inn, Beverley, from whom the Club's
Standard can he obtained.

Fig. 3. Open SHOw-CAOfi.

The feeding of fancy mice is a mere trifle, their cost of
keep being much less than that of birds. Canary and millet

seed make a good staple food ; milk should be given daily, as

it is both fattening and conditioning, and also mice need
to drink just as other animals do. Any kinds of biscuits,

nuts, a bit of sweet apple or pear, are liked, and small
branches or pieces of soft wood to gnaw should always be
given, or the teeth may become overgrown.

It is not advisable to keep exhibition mice in very large

cages, as they become unsteady, and will not face the judge

;

nor should they be kept much away from human company, or
they will invariably bolt into the sleeping apartment when
disturbed. They should be frequently handled from earliest

youth, for if a mouse becomes adult without having been
tamed, it will be a hard matter to make him steady after-

wards.
Bucks and does should be separated at six weeks old. The

former are usually larger than the latter, and smell much
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stronger. The smell of mice is not to be got over by any
means. No matter how clean they are kept, or how judiciously

fed, the bucks will and do smell ; but so do buck rabbits.

And what fancier allows himself to be debarred from keeping
a tom cat by the odour which his pet diffuses ? Plenty of

clean pine sawdust in the cage will do all that is possible in

mitigation, and seed- and corn-fed mice are specially in-

offensive.

The aim of the breeder is to get his mice as large as

possible; therefore they must not be allowed to breed until

they are at least three months old, and the buck should not
be left with the doe until she kindles. A doe with young
should have plenty of sweet bread and milk, and some clean
short hay in which to make her nest.

Sunlight soap catalogue-boxes make excellent mouse-cages,
arranged with a front of wire, such as all cage-makers will

put together for about Is. The ordinary wheel cages are to

Fig. 4. Breeding- and Stock-cage.

be eschewed, as being too confined, and making the mice shy.

I think bucks are just as well kept in an open-fronted cage,

provided it is warmly backed and sided, and that they have
plenty of chopped hay to lie on. The open wire front keeps
them airy. Does should always have a sleeping apartment.

Great diversity of opinion prevails as to the most suitable

form of show-cage. Those with rounded wire fronts and wood
back and sides, painted black outside, the wires done with
black, and the inside painted light blue, certainly show the
mice off splendidly ; but mice which have been used to a dark
cage with a bedroom, often die of fright, and possibly of
cold after a few days in one of these cages. On the other
hand, it is very provoking for the judge to be obliged to
poke out the mouse from one compartment into another, and
perhaps after all 'be unable to get a clear view of it. So all

cages in two compartments sent to shows should have a
sliding shutter, by means of which the occupant can be
confined to one or other division while being inspected.
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A very wild mouse sent to a show stands a fair chance of
getting lost, and one which has been kept in a very hot room
will almost certainly take cold. Verb. sap. Mice have a way
of dying unaccountably, for no apparent reason, and without
having appeared ill. In most cases I believe this to be due
to fright, for they are extremely nervous little creatures, and
suffer greatly from any very loud noise accompanied by
strong light. A good supply of food should always be sent
with exhibits, as mousie, being somewhat insignificant in the
eyes of show-attendants, is apt to come off badly at feeding-time.
Not the least of the mouse's vii-tues as an exhibit are the

cheapness of its carriage, and the equanimity with which it

will endure long dark journeys, its nocturnal habits being here
greatly in its favour. The mouse entry fee at shows has
not, I believe, as yet exceeded Is., and prize winners are
eminently saleable at very good prices. Oxford was, I believe,

the pioneer in giving good classes for mice, this town being
the home of that enthusiastic breeder, Mr, W. Wild, who has
done so much for the mouse fancy, and whose stock have
provided many a winner. At the last Cheltenham show there
were forty-eight exhibits in the mice classes : at Cardiff

—

the blue-ribbon show for mice—there were ninety-one, twenty-
two of these being does with litters or pairs. At this show
the premier honours—cup, medal, and first prize—were won
by an evenly Dutch-marked mouse, with saddle, blaze, and
stops complete ; which was claimed by the judge at catalogue
price—£2 2s. Here is an ideal for the amateur to aim at.

One which he may indulge some reasonable hope of attaining
with time, patience, and perseverance, without any great out-

lay in money or trouble.

Eig. 3 represents a show-cage of easier construction than
those with rounded top and wire front, which are much used.

All inside wood-edges should be protected with strips of

sheet-tin, or the inmate may gnaw its way out. The dimen-
sions are 7in. wide. Gin. from back to front, and Gin. or 7in.

high in front, 4hm. high at back. The front is either

screwed on, or placed on hinges with a safe fastening—the
latter preferably, so that the cage may be easily cleaned and
painted inside. The door is at one end, and the food-tin

slips into a slit in front.

Fig. 4 shows a simple breeding-cage, which should not be
less than 14in. long, Sin. deep from back to front, and 4in.

high. Such cages are often made smaller, but they give no
chance of healthy exercise. These cages can be stacked one
on the top of another, and take up very little room. They
are best unpainted, and all mouse-cages should be fronted
with bright tinned wire. Fig. 5 represents an ideal, even-

marked mouse, whose saddle might be farther back with
advantage—still it is a mouse which would do a good deal of

winning if it could be produced.
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Figs. 6 and 7 are portraits of Mr. T. W. Scarisbrook's

beautiful little winners, a well-known pair—one an evenly-

he other an unevenly-marked doe. Mice are bad sitters, but

the markings are faithfully rendered. Fig. 8 shows the

markings of the evenly-marked doe. At some future date I

hope to give a few hints on showing mice.

To prepare a mouse for show is a simple matter when
managed, as it should be, by having the animal always in

sliow form. Mice do not suffer from being shown, if sent in

suitable cages, in which they can be warm and comfortable,

Fig 6. Mr. Scarisbrook's Unevenly-marked Doe,

and therefore the time which, in the case of a doe, should
elapse between two litters, may be profitably employed in the
show-pen, either with the young ones in doe and litter

classes, which are very general, or alone. The young mice
must grow as large as possible, and always thrive best when
left with the mother up to six weeks old

;
they should,

however, be frequently handled as soon as they leave the
nest, for they are as slippery as eels, and if they went
untamed to a show with their mother, the judge's necessary
inspection would very likely end in their escape. Humorous

c
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paragraphs descriptive of " sprints " indulged in by arbiters
whose material has eluded them, are by no means uncommon
in show reports, and the odds are always on the mouse.
Mice which escape in their own homes can generally be
caught again with tolerable ease, as they are sure to return
at night to the place where their companions are kept, and
may then be trapped ; but the trap set should not have too
strong a spring, or they may lose a part of their tails, after
which they present a lamentable appearance. If the doe is

to be sent to a show alone, do not take her straight away
from her young and send her, or she will very likely fret;

she should be allowed to get over the pang of bereavement
where her trouble is not increased by strange surroundings.
Mice are astonishingly aifectionate and intelligent little

animals, and gregarious in a very high degree. This fact

may be proved by the way in which bucks, when kept alone,

will gnaw their cages to pieces and fret incessantly; while
if kept with a doe, or another buck to which they have
become accustomed, they will never make the least attempt to

get out of even the most flimsy cage. One mouse should not be
kept alone, in any case, if it is possible to avoid doing so, as
a solitary will never show such good bloom of coat as one
which shares a warm, snug nest with a companion. The does
make most beautiful little nests as a rule, the bucks generally
contenting themselves with burrowing into or under any
material provided. No show specimen, fit to win, will ever
turn out of a wet, dirty nest, so the sleeping-boxes must be
constantly cleaned and the bedding changed as soon as it

becomes sodden. A piece of white paper will afford does
great amusement, and the ingenuity with which they will

tear or bite it into minute shreds and line the inside of the
nest with it, is wonderful.
Some mice are always sleek and showy, while others are as

invariably rough and frowsy ; and however good in itself one
of the latter may be, it is waste of time and money to exhibit
it. This rough and bad condition of coat may also be
induced by various causes in specimens which are naturally
beautiful, and among these causes probably the most
frequent are cold, improper feeding, and skin-irritation.

Too much sop or soft food makes a mouse soft and flabby,

with distended body and open coat, while too dry and heating
a diet causes small sores to form on the skin, which give rise

to a distracting irritation. For the former state the remedy
is obvious, and for the latter a cooling medicine is required,

magnesia, as sold by chemists in penny or twopenny boxes,

being both cheap and useful. A very little may be mixed
with, or sprinkled over, the bread-and-milk, which should be
given two or three times a week. An excellent cooling medicine
is grass, which is generally appreciated by the patient. Most
mice will eat it, and many will also eat broccoli leaves, or even
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young cabbage leaves ; but the two latter certainly make them
smell very objectionable.

The popular idea of bread-and-milk as suitable for a mouse
is generally a mistake. The bread is first put to soak in hot
water, and then the water having been more or less—generally

less—pressed out, a little cold milk is added, and a watery
slop is the result. A much better food in every way is made
by steeping the bread in as much raw or boiling milk as it

will take up, and letting the mice have it in a fairly solid form.
Unless the greatest cleanliness is observed, and the food-tins

Fig. 8. Mr. Scarisbrook's Evenly-marked Doe, Front View.

are constantly scalded, the raw milk and bread will turn sour
very rapidly, and scour the mice ; boiled milk is much safer,

though more troublesome to prepare. I do not care for tins

as food vessels ; the little penny round bird- glasses are much
more convenient and easier to keep sweet. Never throw food
upon the floor of the cage.
Mice are to some extent carnivorous, and will greedily eat

mealworms, and, indeed, almost all kinds of insects
;
they also

seem to consider ants' eggs a treat. I do not think it well to
give more than a very scanty allowance of animal food, however,
as I find it does not improve their condition.
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Young mice should be looked over as soon as they get their
fur, which is generally in about five days after their birth, and
before their eyes are open, and those which are not likely to be
good enough for show should be at once drowned in warm
water. They die almost instantly, and the relief to the mother,
if she has a large family, is very great. Size being a first

desideratum in show stock, it is not well to let a doe bring
up more than four or five in each nest, nor should the nests
follow each other too quickly. The young may remain with
the mother until they are, as I said before, five or six weeks
old, when it will be possible to distinguish the sexes, and should
then be drafted oft in couples to separate cages. Two bucks
or two does will live together in perfect amity if they have
been brought up in the same nest ; but beware of introducing
strangers of the same sex to one another, for in the pitched
battle which will certainly ensue between bucks, and occasionally

between does, one or other combatant is not unlikely to lose

its life.

The fecundity of mice, if left to themselves, is astounding,
and if a check were not placed upon it, would be overpowering
in the case of pet stock. Seven is perhaps the average number
produced by does in each litter, except in the case of fawns.
These charming mice, which are generally larger than any
other variety, often produce only one or two young at a birth,

and seldom reach the average attained by the other self-colours

and the marked mice—a fact possibly due to the inbreeding
which has been extensively practised in order to get good
colour. Whites come next to fawns in point of average size,

and a white cross is often introduced to impart size to a
strain which by long inbreeding has become very small. A
white cross will often, however, sjDoil a whole strain if in-

judiciously managed, and should, if possible, be avoided in
all cases where black is concerned, as it leads to the presence
of white hairs among the black, a defect which it is almost
impossible to get rid of in a strain when it has once
appeared.
Small sunken eyes are a fault much abhorred of judges,

and no mouse whose eye is not full and protuberant should
be used for breeding. A careful process of selection, picking
out those mice which excel in size, colour, and eye, and
mating them together, with an occasional excursion in search
of fresh blood, very carefully conducted, will improve the
poorest strain to a remarkable degree, and it will not, I feel

convinced, be long before there will be good and well-known
strains of mice in all parts of the country, which may be
relied on to breed true to colour, and even to markings. Such
strains already exist, but are in the hands of a few fanciers
who have spent years in perfecting them.
The Mouse Club are in deliberation at the present time, as to

the choice of a uniform show-cage. It has been decided, with
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good reason, that it will be greatly to the advantage of all

exhibitors of mice that their specimens should compete under

identical conditions, and various cages are being passed in

review. The most vexed question is as to the desirability of a

dormitory, or bedroom to the cage. From the mouse's point

of view, a bedroom is most advantageous; from the judges'

and spectators', it is a nuisance, as enabling the creature to

hide itself from their view. This difficulty is easily solved by
placing a sliding shutter over the hole leading from one com-
partment to the other, by means of which the mouse can be

shut out of the inner compartment when necessary ; but though

Fig. 9. Max) V s miow-cage for Mice.

excellent in theory, in practice the sliding shutter often proves
a death-trap. The mouse is either shut out, through the care-

lessness of the attendants, and perishes of cold ; or it is shut in

and cannot get at food, thus dying of starvation ; or it is nearly

decapitated by a hasty hand when in transit from one compart-
ment to another. Various means of rendering all these mis-

fortunes impossible have been invented, and doubtless the show
cage as chosen by the Mouse Club will be as perfect as possible

in all details. Mr. Wild, of Oxford, has invented a " fountain
"

food-store, applicable to any cage, which entirely obviates any
risk of starvation—a fate which often overtakes these little
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creatures, unable as they are to stand any prolonged abstinence.
Twelve hours without food will kill a mouse, and a much shorter
period of fasting may do so ; and they also suffer greatly from
thirst if deprived of any food containing moisture. For this

reason a bit of apple or moistened bread should be given them
when travelling or being shown.

Fig. 9 represents Mr. Maxey's show-cage, which he is good
enough to say that anyone may copy. Its great advantage
lies in its compactness and lightness, the cage and travelling-

box being in one The lid shuts over the front for travelling,

and has an air-hole, and a wire half-circle to hold prize-cards.

Fig. 10. Wild's Show-cage for Mice.

In one corner is a fountain food-store. The wire front hinges
on to the back, and can easily be ojDened, and a chain keeps
the lid from falling too far backwards. The box has a strap
for use when closed.

Fig. 10 represents Mr. Wild's show-cage, " The Ideal." which
must not be copied, and is as near perfection as possible. The
partition encloses a double compartment, one-half of which
forms a warm dormitory, and the other a fountain food-store,
the opening of which is shown. The wire door over the entrance
to the dormitory opens easily outwards, so that the mouse
cannot be shut into its bedroom ; nor can it be shut out of the
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bedroom on the journey, for the long handle to the slide must
be depressed, so pushing down the grating, before the cage
can be put in its exhibition box. A slide in the roof of the
food-store can be withdrawn to feed the mouse, without any
possibility of its escape, as the slide is under the wires. Alto-
gether, the cage is a most ingenious production, and as it is

of fair size, a mouse can be kept in it altogether if desired.

It is nicely painted inside ; and as the whole wire front opens
on the spring being released, can be easily kept clean. The
partition is also removable.

I think there can be little doubt that this cage will be
chosen by the Mouse Club, as it leaves nothing whatever to
be desired. It can be obtained from Mr. Wild, 23, Com-
mercial Road, Oxford, and costs only 2s. 6d. Exhibition
travelling boxes to hold three of these cages are also made
by him, and cost 2s.

If it is desired to handle young or wild mice, previous
handling of a tame buck will be a great help. Tbe frightened
mice will quiet down at once when they recognise the odour
—no doubt, to them, very pleasing—of their own species

about the hands of their owner. The opposite precaution,
however, should be taken when overhauling the nests of
young for the first time, as if the mother noticed the smell
of a strange buck about them, she might very possibly
injure or even kill them.
Four or six does may be kept with one buck, and removed to

separate cages as their litters are expected, a fresh doe being
substituted for each as she is taken away. Evenly-marked
mice should be kept together, and not bred with selfs ; but
it is not always necessary or desirable to interbreed only selfs

of one colour. Blacks and chocolates may be bred together
to the probable improvement of both colours. It is often
said that the young follow the one parent in colour and the
other in shape; but I have not myself observed such to be
the case with mice, the litters usually being well assorted in

colour, where the parents are distinct.

SPINY MICE.

These curious little animals, though familiar to the zoologist,

are practically unknown to the fancier, and have, I believe,

seldom, if ever, been seen outside a zoological collection up
to tbe present. They seem eminently fitted for pets, and
are free from one very great disadvantage attending Mus
musculus (the ordinary mouse) — they have no distinctive

odour whatever. Of their appearance the illustration (half

life size), which represents Hunter's Spiny Mouse {Acomys
Munteri), will give an idea, but it cannot convey tbe beauty
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of their colouring. The upper part of the body is, in this

case, of a rich fawn-colour, the under-portion being white,

and a curious little patch behind each ear is also white.

Their fore paws and feet are delicately beautiful, like those

of the common mouse, and their tails are covered with a

curious skin, having the appearance of corrugations. They
are in all their habits, as in their looks, more akin to the

Tole than to the mouse, and their bodies are larger in pro-

portion to their heads than in the case of mice. They have
a curious way of pricking and depressing their ears according
to the nature of the sounds they notice around them, which give

them a very alert and intelligent air ; and the pair which were

Fig. 12. Box for Spiny Mick.

for a short time in my possession were very fairly tame. The
ingenuity of their real owner had contrived for them a very
delightful box, with a glass top and sliding door of per-

forated zinc. Inside the box was a little le>an-to house,

which, however, the Spiny Mice seldom inhabited, preferring

to tunnel long holes through the meadow hay with which
the box was filled. At the extreme end of one of these holes

they had their storehouse, where a large variety of eatables
were accumulated, apparently with a view to some future
winter, like the Dormouse's hoard.
The treatment of Spiny Mice is very simple, as they are

entirely frugivorous. They are fond of nuts, fruit, corn of
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all sorts, birdseed, roots (such as carrots), and especially

dates, which they open in a very clever way by splitting the

flesh, after which they extract the stone; and invariably,

when under my observation, they immediately run with the
latter to their store-house, as if it had been something too
precious for present consumption.
The characteristic spines which give these so-called mice

their popular name are exceedingly curious, and are perhaps
even more so in another variety—the Cairo Spiny Mice
(Acomys cahirensis). These are grey in colour—a charming
bluish tint generally described as French grey—and their

spines are a little more noticeable than those of the Acomys
Hunteri, though the creatures themselves are slightly inferior

in size and beauty of form to their before-mentioned brethren.

The pair I possess are rather wild, but are rapidly becoming
tamer, and no one who sees them can fail to be attracted

by their elegant colour and form and the beauty of the very
large and prominent eyes which bespeak their nocturnal habits.

These latter do not in any way unfit them for pets, because
their night begins early, and at dusk they come out and run
about very merrily.

Spiny Mice are kept in some numbers at the London Zoo,
where they may be seen, mostly in a mutilated condition as

to tail, and therefore shorn of a chief beauty. When they
fight the tail seems generally to be the point of attack, but
disputes seldom take place between couples kept, as married
folk should be, in a house of their own. The skin of the
tail is like that of the Dormouse, liable to be pulled of bodily,

so that it is very unwise to attempt holding or catching them
by this member.
The spines on the body are confined to the back, beginning

below the shoulder, and extending to the root of the tail.

The rest of the skin is covered with a fine and delicate fur.

The activity of Spiny Mice is very great, and their agility

equals it, so that they require, and should have, a roomy
cage, with plenty of opportunity for exercise. They seem
fairly hardy, but probably would not do well in a room whose
temperature was much under that of an ordinary sitting-

room.

WALTZING MICE.

These quaint little creatures make amusing pets for anyone
who is not scientific, or very fond of knowing " the reason why."
In their case the reason of the peculiarity which gives them
their name is rather a sad one. It is now pretty conclusively
established that they are no more Japanese than they are of
any other country in particular, but that the originators of
the breed were common fancy mice which were suffering from
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a disease of the brain analogous to the " gid " in sheep. In the
latter, the complaint is caused by a parasite in the brain ; in
the case o£ the Waltzing Mouse, it is probably due to an
hereditary malformation therein. Be this as it may, the breed
is now a firmly-established one, and the children of Waltzing
Mice waltz like their parents.

I believe most people have an idea that the waltzing is a
stately dance executed on the hind-feet; this is not so. The
performer simply goes round and round on all foars, as fast
as possible, the head pointing inwards. The giddy whirl, after
continuing for about a dozen turns, is then reversed in direction,

and each performance usually occupies from one to two minutes.
Whether it is voluntary or not, is difficult to determine, but
I am inclined to think the mouse can refrain if it wishes to
do so, because I never see them drop any food they may be
eating, and begin to waltz in the midst of their meal. The
dance, if such it can be called, generally seizes the mouse
when it first emerges from its darkened sleeping-place, and
this would lead one to suppose that the light conveys an
impression of shock to the brain, through the eyes, which
disturbs the diseased centres and starts the giddy gyrations.
The mice can walk or run in a fairly straight line when they
wish to do so.

Waltzing Mice are somewhat smaller than the ordinary
fancy mouse, though exactly like it in general a^Dpearance,

and bear evident traces of systematic in- breeding for many
generations, in the delicacy and fragility of their appear-
ance, and the fineness of their coats. The eyes are

remarkably small and dull, and very suggestive of brain
weakness. They eat considerably less than ordinary mice,

but I have not observed any very special weakness of con-

stitution in them beyond what would be naturally expected
from an in-bred race. If the mouse be taken out of its cage
and placed on the palm of the hand, it will generally begin
to rotate at once, apparently from nervousness. The attitude

of the centre mouse in the illustration, which shows the
head elevated with the nose pointing upwards, is character-

istic. The mouse in question has just fiuished a waltz, and
is stretching its neck up and out as they invariably do at

the close of the performance.
These mice are fed and treated in the same way as

ordinary ones, but need rather more warmth, especially when
breeding, and should have roomy cages, wired in front, for

the convenience of watching their antics. It is very curious

to see the circles, about Sin. in diameter, swept in the

sawdust on the cage-floor by their performance.
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DISEASES.
The diseases of fancy mice are as yet very little understood^

and, unfortunately, it is unlikely that any scientist will ever

take sufficient interest in them to experiment for the cure of

their somewhat numerous ills, doubtless as interesting in their

degree as the woes of cat or dog.

One complaint which decimates many a mousery, and is very

easily diagnosed, is scrofula. Due, in the first place, to un-

sanitary surroundings, bad food, and bad air, this virulent

disease is so easily communicable, both by contact and by
heredity, that it sometimes takes the form of an epidemic,

and would appear to the ignorant observer to be some com-
plaint akin to bird-fever, so rapidly will it carry off mouse
after mouse within the affected area.

In a creature whose period of gestation is only about four-

teen days, the progress of a disease, which in a larger animal
would occupy a proportionately longer time in its development,,

is naturally very rapid, and the miserable little victim of

hereditary or acquired scrofula will waste away in a very few
days to an utter wreck of skin and bone. The disease at
times seems to lie dormant, just as in the human subject,

until some exciting cause, such as a chill caught at a show or
an accidental deprivation of food for a day, sets it to work
and sounds the death-knell of the affected animal

;
for, once

attacked, no mouse can be cured or even kept long alive.

According to the ideas prevalent among many people who-

keep such small pets as mice, cleanliness is a very secondary
consideration ; and such an extravagance as a penny glass,

feeding-vessel for each cage would not be dreamed of. The
food, whatever it may be—dry corn and seed or sloppy bread-
and-milk—is thrown on the floor of the cage, already foul
with the dirt of many days ; and the wretched little inmates,
very likely crowded by half-dozens into cages not large enough
for one mouse to be healthy in, have to eat under these
loathsome conditions or starve.

In a state of nature, the mouse is an exceedingly clean
little animal, and though it is not always particular as to the
state in which it leaves food for those who come after, it will

never willingly eat anything itself which is not strictly clean.

Any soil on its dainty coat is a great trial, and a well-kept
mouse washes its face and hands as religiously after meals as
that most finical creature, the cat. If people who grudge
the trouble of cleaning out their mouse-cages and feeding
their mice from clean glasses or saucers, would only consider
the extent to which hunger must torment a mouse before
it will do such violence to its natural and most beautiful
instincts as to eat stale and dirty food under the conditions
described, they would surely elect to give up keeping their
so-called pets rather than subject them to such misery.

D
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Perhaps it may be said that the language and expressions
nsed on this subject are too strong ; but no one who had once
received a consignment of stock from a breeder who kept his

cages uncleaned and fed his mice on the floors, would contest
the advantage to be gained from a different mode of pro-
cedure. The contrast between the mice procured from such
a source—lean, dirty, swarming with tiny fleas, smelling very
offensively, and in cages which no amount of attention can
purify—and the same mice after a few weeks of rational

treatment, is very instructive. A good many, very naturally,

die before they can improve ; but those which have strength
of constitution sufficient to pull through the various periods

passed under the harrow of neglect
without becoming scrofulous, soon grow
plump and glossy, and—surest sign of a
mouse in high health—race about their

cages with incessant activity and vigour.
Their extraordinary athletic performances,
their wild leaps and bounds from one bar
to another, and the unerring accuracy with
which they can measure their distances,

have nothing to do with the subject of this

article beyond the value of such agility

as a sign of rude health; but it may be
interesting to note the means by which
the mouse contrives to perform his most
thrilling feats, such, for instance, as run-
ning upside down along the lower surface
of a plank, a performance often repeated in

certain cages. The formation of the palms
of the hands, or fore-paws, and the soles

of the feet, is exceedingly curious, as

shown in Fig. 14, representing the sole of

the hind-foot, and no doubt was created
for the express purpose of enabling the

Sole of Mouse's Foot, creature to get about as it does, and seek
its food under the most difficult conditions.

A common disease, even among well-ke^Dt mice, is scurvy,

which appears to be very contagious, or at any rate is certain

to occur in different individuals under the same conditions.

It will not usually be found in a mousery where the bi-weekly
bread-and-milk is made with brown sugar added to it, the

probable reason being that Demerara sugar acts as a mild
aperient on the mouse. The complaint, though troublesome
when once established, is easily curable by means of cooling

medicines—such as powdered magnesia, a grain or so of which
can be sprinkled on the food of each mouse ; and that panacea
for animal evils, grass, which most mice will eat. On the

appearance of scurvy in a mousery, the diet should be at once
made to include more fruit; and when oranges are in season

Fig. 14.
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they are very valuable as an anti-scorbutic, the mice seeming
delighted to suck the juice if fairly sweet. Apples are also

liked ; and some mice, but not all, will eat pears and plums.

Such animal food as ants' eggs and grubs, though mice are

very greedy after it, is extremely provocative of skin-disease;

and well-fed mice do not need any such stimulant—as unne-

cessary under conditions of restricted exercise as beer for a

six-months baby.

Fits are not uncommon as a cause of death among mice,

and the dead mouse illustrated in Fig. 16 is an example of

Fig. 15. Appearance of Dying Mouse.

demise from this affection, the stiffly-rigid hind-leg being very
characteristic. Once dead, however, it matters little to the
most curious what caused the catastrophe, and fits, difficult

of treatment in all animals, are quite incurable in mice.
Pneumonia, caused by a sudden chill, carries off many

show specimens—accustomed to a cosy nest at home, and
turned out of it into a one-compartment show-cage, which
very likely stands for two days in a draught.
There is one attitude, assumed by almost all sick mice, and

illustrated in Fig. 15, which is unmistakable to the experi-

enced mouse-keeper, and at once warns him that his mouse
at any rate has won its last prize, and will travel no more.
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unless ia a tin to a post-mortem. Either thus, or in a kind
of huddled ball, with its head tucked in between its clenched
paws, the mouse marked for death will always lie, generally
with its nose in a corner of the cage; and remedies are
always, and probably always will be, perfectly useless when
once the invalid is sufficiently ill to take up this posture.

A few words of caution in conclusion. It cannot be too
strongly impressed upon the novice in mice breeding that
the extreme fecundity of these little creatures is a serious

drawback to the evolution of good show specimens, if

encouraged. The necessity of separating the sexes at latest

when they are five or six weeks old is emphasized by the fact

that at that age they will, if allowed, often produce young,
which, naturally, never attain to any size, while the proper
development of the parents is also arrested. It is not un-
usual to hear the purchaser of a pair of mice say : "I bought
a pair of mice three months ago, and now I have thirty ; what
am I to do with them ? " What, indeed ! for they are
miserable little undersized things, worthless alike for show or
breeding, and only fit to feed snakes. A pair of mice should
be at least six months old before their first young are born,
and an interval of several weeks should elapse between the

removal of one litter from a doe and her beginning to think
of another. It will pay the fancier much better in the end
to produce half a dozen fine large healthy show mice than to

breed half a hundred wasters.

Fig. 16. The End.
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Cage Birds, Diseases of: Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment. A
Handbook for everyone who keeps a Bird. By Dr. W. T. Greene, F.Z.S. In
paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Cage Birds, Notes on. Second Series. Being Practical Hints on the
Management of British and Foreign Cage Birds, Hybrids, and Canaries. By
various Fanciers. Edited by Dr. W. T. Greene. In cloth gilt, price 6/-, by
post 6/6.

Canary Book. The Breeding, Rearing, and Management of all Varieties of
Canaries and Canary Mules, and all other matters connected vv'ith this Fancy.
By Robert L. Wallace. Third Edition, with Coloured Frontispiece. 7n cloth

gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Canaries, General Management of. Cages and Cage-making, Breeding,
Managing, Mule Breeding, Diseases and their Treatment, Moulting, Pests, &c.
Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Canaries, Exhibition. Full Particulars of all the different Varieties, their
Points of Excellence, Preparing Birds for Exhibition, Formation and Manage-
ment of Canary Societies and Exhibitions. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6,

by post 2/9.

Canary-Keeping for Amateurs. A Book for the Average Canary-Keeper.
Plain and Practical Directions for the Successful Management and Breeding
of Canaries as Pets rather than for Exhibition. By Dr. W. T. Greene, F.Z.S.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Cane Basket Work: A Practical Manual on Weaving Useful and Fancy
Baskets. By Annie Firth. Series I. and II. Illustrated. In cloth gilt,

price 1/6, by post 1/8 each.

Caravan, The Book of the. A Complete Handbook to the Pastime of
Caravaning. By L. C. R. Cameron. Profusely Illustrated. In cloth,

foolscap Svo, price 5/-, by post 5/3.

Card Tricks, Book <)f, for Drawing-room and Stage Entertainments by
Amateurs ; with an exposure of Tricks as practised by Card Sharpers and
Swindlers. Numerous Illustrations. By Prof. R. Kunard. In stiff boards,
price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Carnation Culture for Amateurs. The Culture of Carnations and Picotees
of all Classes in the Open Ground and in Pots. By B. C. Ravenscroft.
Fourth Edition. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.
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Cats, Domestic and Fancy. A Practical Treatise on their Varieties,

Breeding, Management, and Diseases. By John Jennings. Second Edition,
Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated. In paper, price l/-, by postl/2.

Chip-Carving as a Recreation. A Practical Manual for Amateurs, containing
a Full and Clear Description of the Manipulation and Use of the Tool.s, with
a Chapter on the Principles and Construcrion of Designs. By W. Jackson
Smith. Profusely Illustrated with Specially Prepared Illustrations, showing
how the Tools should be Held and Used, and the way to Prepare Designs.
Second Edition. In paper, price 1/-, by pout 1/2.

Chrysanthemum Culture, for Amateurs and Professionals. Containing Full
Directions for the Successful Cultivation of the Chrysanthemum for Exhibition
and the Market. By B. C. Ravenscroft. Third Edition. Illustrated. In
paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Chrysanthemum, The Show, and Its Cultivation. By C. Scott, of

the Sheffield Chrysanthemum Society. In paper, price 6d. ,
by post 7d.

Churches, Old English : Their Architecture, Furniture, Decorations, Monu-
ments, Vestments, and Plate, &c. Second and Enlarged Edition. By Geo.
Clinch, F.G.S. Magnificently illustrated. In cloth gilt, price bjb, by pout 6/10.

Church Festival Decorations. Being full directions for Garnishing
Churches for Christmas, Easter, Whitsuntide and JIarvest, and notes on other
Feasts and Festivals of the Church. Second Edition. Re-written and enlarged
by Ernest R. Suffling. Profusely illustrated. In cloth, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Chucks and Chucking. Being an Account of Chucks New and Old, and
of How to Use Them, with a Description of Various Methods of Mounting
Work in the Lathe. By H. J. S. CasSAL. Profusely Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Coffee Stall Management; Practical Hints for the Use of those Interested
in Temperance or Philanthropic Work. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/1.

Coins, a Guide to English Pattern, in Gold, Silver, Copper, and Pewter,
from Edwapd I. to Victoria, with their Value. By the Rev. G. F. Crowther,
M.A. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post

Coins of Great Britain and Ireland, a Guide to the, in Gold, Silver,

and Copper, from the Earliest Period to 1905, with their Value. By the late
Colonel W. Stewart Thorburn. Fourth Edition. Revised and Enlarged
by H. A. Grueber, F.S.A. With 42 Plates, illustrating over 360 Coins.
In cloth gilt, price 10/6, by post 10/10.

Cold Meat Cookery. A Handy Guide to making really tasty and much
appreciated Dishes from Cold Meat. By Mrs. J. E. Davidson. In paper,
price IJ; by post 1/2.

Collie, The. As a Show Dog, Companion, and Worker. By Hugh Dalziel.
Revised by J. Maxtee, Author of "Popular Dog Keeping, " <fec. , <fec. Third
Edition. Illustrated. In paper, price 1J-, by post 1/2.

Conjuring, Book of Modern. A Practical Guide to Drawing-room and
Stage Magic for Amateurs. By Professor R. Kunard. Illustrated. In
stiff boards, price 2/6, by post 2/S.

Conjuring and Card Tricks, Book of. By Prof. R. Kunard. Being
•'The Book of Modern Conjuring" and "The Book of Card Tricks " bound in
one vol. Cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Conjuring for Amateurs. A Practical Handbook on How to Perform
a Number of Amusing Tricks, with diagrams, where necessary, to explain
exactly how the trick is carried out. By Prof. Ellis Stanyon. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Conjuring with Cards: Being Tricks with Cards, and How to Perform Them.
By PROF. Ellis Stan von. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Cookery, The Encyclopaedia of Practical. A complete Dictionary of all
pertaining to the Art of Cookery and Table Service. Edited by Theo. Francis
Garrett, assisted by eminent Chefs de Cuisine and Confectioners. Profusely
Illustrated with Coloured Plates and Engravings by Harold Furniss, Geo.
Cruikshank, W. Munn Andrew, and others. In demy 4«o, half morocco,
cushion edges, 2 vols., price £3 3/-, carriage paid £ZI^/6 ; 4 vols., £3/13/6, carriage
paid £3 15/-.
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Cucumber Culture for Amateurs. Including also clear Directions for the

Successful Culture of Melons, Vegetable Marrows and Gourds. By W. J. May.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with new Illustrations, In paper,

price 1/-, hi/ post 1/2.

Dainties, English and Foreign, and How to Prepare Them. By Mrs.
H. C. Davidson. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2. -

Dairy-Farming, Modern. A practical Handbook on the Management
of the Milch Cow and the profitable Utilisation of Milk, for Students, Tenant
Farmers, and Amateurs. By H. L. PuxLEY. Illustrated. In cloth, price 3/6,

by post 3/10.

Designing, Harmonic and Keyboard. Explaining a System whereby an
endless Variety of Most Beautiful Designs suited to numberless Manufactures
may be obtained by Unskilled Persons from any Printed Music. Illustrated
by Numerous Explanatory Diagrams and Illustrative Examples. By C. H.
Wilkinson. Cheap Edition. In demy 4«o, cloth gilt, price 10/-, by post 10/8.

Diabolo: The Game and its "Tricks," including instructions on the
sleights practised on the Continent, and on Tennis Court Play. By David P.
Ward. Well Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Dogs, BreaPcing and Training: Being Concise Directions for the proper
education of Dogs, both for the Field and for Companions. Second Edition.
By " Pathfinder." With Chapters by Hugh Dalziel. Many new Illustra-
tions. In cloth gilt, price b/b, bypostbJlO.

Dogs, British. Their Points, Selection, and Show Preparation. Third Edition.
By W. D. Drury, Kennel Editor of The Bazaar, assisted by eminent
specialists. Beautifully Illustrated with full-page and other engravings of
typical dogs of the present time, mostly produced from photographs of living
dogs, and numerous smaller illustrations in the text. This is the fullest
work on the various breeds of dogs kept in England. In one volume, deyny Svo,
cloth gilt, price 12/6, by post 13/-; also in half-leather, price 18/-, by post 18/6.

Dogs, Diseases of: Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment; Modes of
Administering Medicines; Treatment in cases of Poisoning, &c. For the use
of Amateurs. By Hugh Dalziel. Fourth Edition, entirely Re-written and
brought up to date by Alex. C. Piesse, M.R.C.V.S. In paper, price 1/-, by
post 1/2 ; in cloth gilt, price 2J-t by post 2/3,

Dogs. See also " First Aid to Dogs," page 8.

Dog-Keeping, Popular: Being a Handy Guide to the General Management
and Training of all Kinds of Dogs for Companions and Pets. Third Edition.
By J. Maxtee. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Dragonflies, British. Being an Exhaustive Treatise on our Native Odonata
;

Their Collection, Classification, and Preservation. By W. J. Lucas, B.A.
Very fully Illustrated with 27 Plates, Illustrating 39 Species, exquisitely
printed in Colour, and numerous Black-and-White Engravings. In cloth gilt,

price 31/6, by post 31/11.

Egg and Poultry Raising. See "Poultry and Egg Raising," page 13.

Egg Dainties. How to Cook Eggs One Hundred and Fifty Different Ways,
English and Foreign. By Mrs. H. C. Davidson. In paper, price 1/-, by
post 1/2,

Eggs Certificate, Fertility of. These are Forms of Guarantee given by the
Sellers to the Buyers of Eggs for Hatching, undertaking to refund value of any
unfertile eggs, or to replace them with good ones. Very valuable to sellers of
eggs, as they induce purchases. In books with counterfoils, price bd., by post Id.

Engravings and their Value. Containing a Dictionary of all the Greatest
Engravers and their Works. By J. H. Slater. Third Edition. Revised with
an appendix and illustrations, and with Prices obtained at Auction, &c. , for
representative specimens. In cloth gilt, price 15/-, by post 15/5.

Entertainments, Amateur, for Charitable and other Objects:
How to Organise and Work them with Profit and Success. By Robert
Ganthony. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Entertainments, Shadow, and How to Work them : being something about
Shadows, and the Way to make them Profitable and Funny. By A. Patter-
son. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Feathered Friends, Old and New. Being the Experience of many years
Observations of the Habits of British and Foreign Cage Birds. By Dr. W. T.
Greene. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.
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Ferns, Choice, for Amateurs: Their Culture and Management in the Open
and Under Glass. Abridged from "The Book of Choice Ferns." By Geo.
Schneider. With numerous Illustrations. In cloth, price 3/6, by post 3,9.

Ferns, The Book of Choice: for the Garden, Conservatory, and Stove.
Describing the best and most striking Ferns and Selaginellse, and giving ex-

plicit directions for their Cultivation, the formation of Rockeries, the
arrangement of Ferneries, &c. By George Schneider. With 87 Coloured and
other Plates and 396 Engravings of considerable artistic beauty. In 3 vols.,

large post ^to, cloth gilt, price £3 3/-, carriage paid £3 5/-.

Ferrets and Ferreting. Containing Instructions for the Breeding, Managing,
Training, and Working of Ferrets. Fourth Edition. Revised and Enlarged.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, hy post 1/2.

Finches, Beautiful Foreign, and Their Treatment in Captivity. By A. G.
BUTr.ER, Ph.D. Edited by A. H. Mathew. Illustrated from Life by F. W.
Fkohawk, with 60 full page plates, beautifully reproduced in colour. In
Imp. Hvo, cloth gilt, price 25/-, by post 25/6.

First Aid to Dogs, and Kennel Emergencies : with Valuable Chapters
on the Mother and Puppies, &c. By Surgeon W. Gordon Stables, R.N.,
M.D., &c. Illustrated. In cloth, price 1/6, by post 1/9.

Fish, Flesh, and Fowl. When in Season, How to Select, Cook, and Serve. By
Mary Barrett Brown. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/3.

Forge Work, Simple, for Amateurs and Others : A Practical Hand-
book for Beginners in the Blacksmith's Art. By H. J. S. Cassal. Illustrated.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Fortune Telling by Cards. Describing and Illustrating the Methods by
which the would-be occult Tells Fortunes by Cards. By I. B. Prangley.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Fox-Terrier, The. Its History, Points, Breeding, Rearing, Preparing for
Exhibition. By Hugh DAL^ilEL. Second Edition, Revised and brought up to
date by J. Maxtee (Author of "Popular Dog-Keeping"); Fully illustrated.

In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Fretwork and Marquetry. A Practical Manual of Instructions in the Art
of Fret-cutting and Marquetry Work. By D. Denning. Profusely Illustrated.
In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Friesland Meres, A Cruise on tlie. By Ernest R. Suppling. Illustrated.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Fruit Culture for Amateurs. An illustrated practical hand-book on the
Growing of Fruits in the Open and under Glass. By S. T. Wright. With
Chapters on Insect and other Fruit Pests by W. D. Drury, F.R.H.S.
Second Edition. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10.

Furniture, Old English, of the 16th, 17th and 18th Centuries. A Complete
Guide to Connoisseurs and Collectors of Old English Furniture. By G. Owen
Wheeler. Beautifully Illustrated from Photographs of Representative
Pieces specially prepared for this work. Second Edition thoroughly Revised
and Enlarged, with additional Illustrations. In cloth gilt, pi-ice 9/6, hy
post 10'-.

Game Preserving, Practical. Containing the fullest Directions for Rearing
and Preserving both Winged and Ground Game, and Destroying Vermin

;

with other information of Value to the Game Preserver. By W. Carnegie.
Illustrated by F. W. Frohawk, M. F. Lydon and others. Third Edition.
In cloth gilt, price 7/6, by post 7/11.

Gardening, Dictionary of. A Practical Encyclopaedia of Horticulture, for
Amateurs and Professionals. Illusirated with 3150 Engravings. Edited by
G. Nicholson, Curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew ; assisted by Prof.
Trail, M.D., Rev. P. W. Myles, B.A., F.L.S., W- Watson, J. Garrett, and
other Specialists. In 5 vols., large post '\to. Cloth gilt, price £4, carnage
paid £4/1/6.

Gardening, Home. A Manual for the Amateur, Containing Instructions for
the Laying Out, Stocking, Culti\ ation, and Management of Small Gardens-
Flower, Fruit, and Vegetable. By W. D. Drury, F.R.H.S. Second Edition.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Gardening, Open-Air : The Culture of Hardy Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables.
Edited by W. D. Drury, F.E.S. Beautifully Illustrated. In demy 8vo, cloth
gilt, price 6/-, by post b/5.
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Glues and Cements. A Practical Book on Making and Using Glues,
Cements, and Fillings. Invaluable in every Workshop. By H. J. S. Cassal
(Author of "Chucks and Chucking," &c.). Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-,

by post 1/2.

Goat-Keeping for Amateurs : Being the Practical Management of Goats
for Milking Purposes. With a chapter on Diseases. Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/; by post 1/2.

Grape Growing for Amateurs. A Thoroughly Practical Book on Successful
Vine Culture. By E. Molyneux. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Greenhouse Construction and Heating. Containing Full Descriptions
of the Various Kinds of Greenhouses, Stove Houses, Forcing Houses, Pits and
Frames, with Directions for their Construction ; and also Descriptions of the
Different types of Boilers, Pipes, and Heating Apparatus generally, with
Instructions for Fixing the Same. By B. C. Ravenscroft. Illustrated. In
cloth gilt, price i/b, by post 3/9.

Greenhouse Management for Amateurs. The Best Greenhouses and
Frames, and How to Build and Heat them, Illustrated Descriptions of the
must suitable Plants, with general and Special Cultural Directions, and all

necessary information for the Guidance of the Amateur. By W. J. May.
Thiid Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Magnificently illustrated. In cloth

gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Greyhound, The: Its History, Points, Breeding, Rearing, Training, and
Running. By Hugh Dalziel. Second Edition, Revised and brought up to
date by J. Maxtee, assisted by Theodore Beaumont Rixon. Illus-

trated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Guinea Pig, The, for Food, Fur, and Fancy. Its Varieties and its Manage-
ment. By C. Cumberland, F.Z.S. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post
1/2. In cloth gilt, with coloured frontispiece, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Handwriting, Character Indicated by. With Illustrations in Support of
the Theories advanced, taken from Autograph Letters, of Statesmen, Lawyers,
Soldiers, Ecclesiastics, Authors, Poets, Musicians, Actors, and other persons.
Second Edition. By R. Baughan. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Hardy Perennials and Old-fashioned Garden Flowers. Descriptions,
alphabetically arranged, of the most desirable Plants for Borders, Rockeries,
and Shrubberies, including Foliage as well as Flowering Plants. By J. Wood.
Profusely Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10.

Hawk Moths, Book of British. A Popular and Practical Manual for all
Lepidopterists. Copiously illustrated in black and white from the Author's
own exquisite Drawings from Nature. By W. J. Lucas, B.A. In cloth gilt,

price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Heraldry for Amateurs. A Popular Handbook for the uninitiated in
Matters Heraldic. Including concise Directions regarding the Tracing of
Pedigrees. By J. S. Mh^bourne. Profusely Illustrated. In cloth, price 5/6,
by post 3/9.

Horse Buying and Management. A Practical Handbook for the
Guidance of Amateurs in Buying a Horse, with Instructions as to its after-
management. By Henry E. Fawcus. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-. by
post 1/2.

Horse-Keeper, The Practical. By George Fleming, C.B,, LL.D.,
F.R.C.V.S., late Principal Veterinary Surgeon to the British Army, and
Ex-President of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. Illustrated with
full page Plates. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10.

Horse-Keeping for Amateurs. A Practical Manual on the Management
of Horses, for the guidance of those, who keep one or two for their personal use.
By Fox Russell. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2 ; cloth gilt, price 2/-, by post 8/3,

Horses, Diseases of : Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment. For the
use of Amateurs. By Hugh Dalziel. In paper, pHce 1/-, by post 1/2 ',cloth
gilt, price 2/«, by post 2/2.

Incubators and their Management. By J. H. Sutcliffe. Fifth Edition,
Revised. Illustrated In paper, price Ij-, by post 112.

Jack All Alone. Being a Collection of Descriptive Yachting Reminiscences.
By Frank Cowper, B.A., Author of "Sailing Tours." Illustrated. In
cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10.
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Jiu-Jitsu and other Methods of Self-Defence. Desciil)ing and Illustrating
the Japanese Art of Jiu-Jitsu, with a section specially adapted to Ladies,
together with a description of a number of Tricks of Self-Defence, well
within the capacity of anyone. By Percy Longhukst, Author of " Wrestling
in the Catch-Hold and Graeco-Koman Styles." Profusely Illustrated. In
paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Journalism, Practical. How to Enter Thereon and Succeed. A Book for
all who think of " Writing for the Press." By John Dawson. Second Edition.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Kennel Management, Practical. A Complete Treatise on the Proper
Management of Dogs for the Show Bench, the Field, or as Companions, with a
chapter on Diseases—their Causes and Treatment. By W. D. Drury,
assisted by well-known Specialists. Illustrated. In cloth, price 10/6, by potst 11/-.

Lace, A History of Hand-Made. By Mrs. E. Nevill Jackson.
With Supplementary Remarks by Signor Ernesto Jesurum. Exquisitely
Illustrated with over 200 high-class Engravings of Old and Valuable Laces and
their application to Dress as shown in numerous Portraits and Monochrome
and Sepia Plates of great beauty. In croxvn Uo, cloth gilt, price 18/-, by post
18/6. Edition de Luxe, on large paper, containing 12 speciinens of Real Lace,
handbomely bound in full leather, gilt, price £4 4/-, by post £4 5/-. (A few
copies only left at this price, after which there are 60 at £5 5/-, when the entire
stock will be exhausted.)

Lawn Tennis, Secrets of: A useful Guide to the Training and Playing of
Lawn Tennis, with special chapters on Diet, by F. W. Payn. In cloth, price 2 6,

by post 2/10.

Lawn Tennis Topics and Tactics. Representing the Gleanings of
Twelve Seasons and of a Hundred and Twenty Tournaments concerning the
Science of Lawn Tennis. By V. W. Payn, B.A., LL.M. With 57 fuU.page
Plates of Tennis Positions prepared from photographs taken from life

specially for the work. In cloth gilt, price 6/-, by post bjh.

Laying Hens, How to Keep, and to Rear Chickens in Large or Small
Numbers, in Absolute Confinement, with perfect Success. By Major G. F.
Morant. In paper, price 6d., by post Id.

Library Manual, The. A Guide- to the Formation of a Library, and the Values
ofRareand Standard Books. By J. H. Slater, Barrister-at-Law. Third Edition.
Revised and Greatly Enlarged. In cloth gilt, price 7/6, by post 7/10.

Lizards, British. The Standard Work on the Subject, dealing with the Life-

History and Distribution of the Lizards of the British Isles. By Gerald R.
Leighton, M.D., F.R.S.E. Copiously Illustrated by Drawings and Photo-
graphs from Life, many by Douglas English and the Author. In cloth,

price 5/-, by post 5/3.

Magic Lanterns, Modern. A Guide to the Management of the Optical
Lantern, for the Use of Entertainers, Lecturers, Photographers, Teachers, and
others. By R. Child Bayley. Second Edition. Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Marqueterie Staining. Including Vernis Martin, Certosina, Oil and Water
('iliiing, Polishing, and Varnishing, with a full description of the necessary
Tools and Instructions for their Use. By L. V. Fitzgerald. Fully Illustrated.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Marqueterie Wood-Staining for Amateurs. A Practical Handbook
to Marqueterie Wood-staining, and Kindred Arts. By Eliza Turck. Pro-
fusely Illustrated. Inpaper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Medicine and Surgery, Home. A Dictionary of Diseases and Accidents,
and their Proper Home Treatment. For Family Use. By W. J. Mackenzie,
M.D. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Mice, Fancy : Their Varieties, Management, and Breeding. Fourth Edition,
with additional matter and Illustrations. In coloured un-apper representing

different varieties, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Model Yachts and Boats: Their Designing, Making, and Sailing. Illustrated
with 118 Designs and Working Diagrams. By J. DU V. Grosvenor. Cheap
Edition. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Monkeys, Pet, and How to Manage Them. By Arthur Patterson. Illus-

trated. Second Edition, Revised. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.
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Motorist's and Cyclist's Route Map of England and Wales. Shows clearly

all the Main, and most of the Cross, Roads, Railroads, and the Distances
between the Chief Towns, as well as the Mileage from London. In addition to

this, Routes of Thirty of the Most Interesting Tours are printed in red.

Fourth Edition. The map is printed on specially prepared vellum paper,

and is the fullest, handiest, and best up-to-date tourist's map in the
market. In cloth, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Mountaineering, Welsh. A Complete and Handy Guide to all the Best Roads
and Bye-Paths by which the Tourist should Ascend the Welsh Mountains. By
A. W. Perry. With Numerous Maps. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Mushroom Culture for Amateurs. With Full Directions for Successful
Growth in Houses, Sheds, Cellars, and Pots, on Shelves, and Out of Doors,
including Pasture Lands. By W. J. May. Second Edition, thoroughly revised
and with New Illustrations. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Naturalists' Directory, The. Invaluable to all Students and Collectors.

In paper, price 1/6, by post 1/9. In cloth 2/-, by post 2/3.

Needlework, Dictionary of. An Encyclopaedia of Artistic, Plain, and Fancy
Needlework. By S. F. A. Caulfeild and B. C. Saward. Magnificently
Illustrated with 41 Embossed and Coloured Plates of Lace, Raised, and other
Needlework, besides a large number of Wood Engravings. 52Spp. A cheap
re-issue. In demy ^to, with satin brocade, price 21/-, postage lOd. extra.

Orchids : Their Culture and Management. By W. Watson (Curator, Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew). Third Edition, thoroughly Revised and Enlarged.
With a List of Hybrids and their Recorded Parentage, and Detailed
Cultural Directions. By Henry J. Chapman, one of the finest growers and
judges in the kingdom (member of the Orchid and Scientific Committees of the
Royal Horticultural Society). Beautifully Illustrated with 180 Engravings
and 20 Coloured Plates. In demy Svo, cloth gilt extra, price 25/-, by post 25/6.

Otters and Otter-Hunting. A Useful Book on the Otter and on the
fascinating sport of Hunting him with Hounds. By L. C. R. Cameron
(Author of "The Book of the Caravan.") Illustrated with several Plates,
and a map showing the Otter-Hunts in England, Wales, and Southern Scotland.
In cloth, foolscap Svo, price 5/-, by post 5/3.

Painting, Decorative. A practical Handbook on Painting and Etching upon
Textiles, Pottery, Porcelain, Paper, Vellum, Leather, Glass, Wood, Stone,
Metals, and Plaster, for the Decoration of our Homes. By B. C. Saward. In
cloth gUt, price 3/6, bypostZjlO.

Palmistry, Modern. An Explanation of the Principles of Palmistry as
Practised to-day. By I. Oxenford, Author of " Life Studies in Palmistry,"
Numerous Original Illustrations by L. Wilkins. Cheap Edition. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Paper Work, Instructive and Ornamental. A practical book on the
making of flowers and many other articles for artistic decoration, including
a graduated course of Paper Folding and Cutting for children five to twelve
years of age. Especially useful as preparatory exercises to the making of
artificial flowers in silk and velvet, increasing that dexterity of hand and
niceness of finish so necessary to that work. By Mrs. L. Walker. Fully
Illustrated. In crown ^to, cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/11.

Parcel Post Dispatch Book (registered). An invaluable book for all who
send parcQls by post. Provides 99 Address Labels, Certificates of Posting, and
Records of Parcels Dispatched. By the use of this book parcels are insured
against loss or damage to the extent of £2. Authorised by the Post Office.
Price If; by post 1/2 ;

larger sizes if required.

Parrakeets, Popular. How to Keep and Breed Them. By W. T.
Greene, M.D., M.A., F.Z.S., &c. With 8 Full Page Plates. In paper, price
1/-, by post 1/2.

Parrot. The Grey, and How to Treat it. By W. T. Greene, M.D., M.A.,
F.Z.S., &c. Second Edition. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Patience, Games of, for one or more Players. How to Play 173 different
Games of Patience. By M. Whitmore Jones. Illustrated. Series I., 39
games; Series II., 34 games ; Series III., 33 games ; Series IV., 37 games

;

Series V., 30 games. iJach, in paper,!/-, by post 1/2. The five bound together,
in cloth gilt, price 6/-, by post 6/4. In full leather, solid gilt edges, price 10/6,
by post 10/11.

All Books are Nett.
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Pedigree Record, The. Being Part I. of " The Breeders' and Exhibitors'
Record," for the Registration of Particulars concerning Pedigrees of Stock of
every Description. By W. K. Taunton. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Photo Printing. A Practical Guide to Popular Photographic Printing Papers
and their Treatment, dealing with the leading Kinds of P.O. P., Bromide,
Platinotype, Carbon, Self-Toning, and Gas-light Papers. By Hector
Maclean, F.R.P.S. Second Edition. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by
pout 1/2.

Photography, Modern, for Amateurs. By J. Eaton Fearn. A
Practical Handbook for all Photographers except those advanced in the
Art. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged by J. Macintosh, Secretary to
The Royal Photographic Society. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Pianos, Tuning and Repairing. The Amateur's Guide to the Practical
Management of a Cottage or Grand Piano without the intervention of a
Professional. By Chas. Babbington. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Picture-Frame Making for Amateurs. Being Practical Instructions
in the Making of various kinds of Frames for Paintings, Drawings, Photo-
graphs, and Engravings. By the Rev. J. Lukin. Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Pig, Book of the. The Selection, Breeding, Feeding, and Management of the
Pig ; the Treatment of its Diseases ; the Curing and Preserving of Hams,
Bacon, and other Pork Foods ; and other information appertaining to Pork
Farming. By Professor James Long. Fully Illustrated with Portraits of
Prize Pigs, Plans of Model Piggeries, &c. Second Edition, Revised. In cloth

gilt, price 6/6 ;
by post 6/10.

Pig-Keeping, Practical : A Manual for Amateurs, based on personal
Experience in Breeding, Feeding, and Fattening ; also in Buying and Selling
Pigs at Market Prices. By R. D. Garratt. Second Edition. In paper, price
1/-, by post 1/2.

Pigeon-Keeping for Amateurs. A Complete Guide to the Amateur
Breeder of Domestic and Fancy Pigeons. By J. C. Lvell. Illustrated. In
cloth gilt, with coloured plate, price 2/6, by post 2/9 ; in paper, price 1/-, by
post 1/2.

Poker Work, A Guide to, including Coloured Poker AVork and Relief Burning.
A Practical Manual for Amateurs, containing a full Description of the
necessary Tools, and Instructions for their use. By W. D. Thompson.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Polishes and Stains for Woods : A Complete Guide to Polishing Wood-
work, with Directions for Staining, and Full Information for Making the
Stains, Polishes, &c., in the simplest and most satisfactory manner. By
David Denning. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Pool, Games of. A Handy Book for Billiard Players, describing Various
English and American Pool Games, and giving the Rules in full. Illustrated.

In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Portraiture, Home, for Amateur Photographers. Being the result of many
years' incessant work in the production of Portraits "at home." By P. R.
Salmon (Richard Penlake), late Editor of The Photographic News. Fully
Illustrated. Second Edition, Revised. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Postage Stamps, and their Collection. A Practical Handbook for Collectors

of Postal Stamps, Envelopes, Wrappers, and Cards. By Oliver Firth,
Member of the Philatelic Societies of London, Leeds, and Bradford. Pro-
fusely Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/10.

Postage Stamps of Europe, The Adhesive; A Practical Guide to their

Collection, Identification, and Classification. Especially designed for the use
of those commencing the Study. By W. A. S. Westoby. Beautifully
Illustrated. Cheap and Revised Edition. In 2 vols., cloth gilt, price 1/6, by
post 8/-.

In connection with these Publications on Postage Stamps we have arranged
to supply Gauges for Measuring Perforations. These Stamp Gauges aremade
in brass, and can be carried in the waistcoat pockec. Price 1/-, by post 1/1.

Postmarks, History of British. With 350 Illustrations and a List of

Numbers used in Obliterations. By J. H. Daniels. In cloth gilt, price 2/6,

by post 2/9.

All Books are Nett.
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Postmarks of the British Isles, the History of the Early. From
their Intro(1uction down to 1840, with Special Remarks on and Reference to the

Sections of the Postal Service to which they particularly applied. Compiled
chiefly from Official Records by John G. Hendy, Curator of the Record
Room, General Post Office. Illustrated, in cloth, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Pottery and Porcelain, English. A Guide for Collectors. Handsomely
Illustrated with Engravings of Specimen Pieces and the Marks used by the

difl'erent Makers. With some account of the latest values realised. By the

Rev. E. a. Downman. Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged, by Aubrey
GUNN, Expert in old Pottery and Porcelain to The Bazaar. In cloth gilt, price

6/-, by post 6/4.

Poultry and Egg Raising at Home. A Practical Work, showing how
Eggs and Poultry may be produced for Home Consumption with little expendi-
ture of time or money. By W. M. Elkington. Illustrated. In paper, price

1/-, by post 1/2.

Poultry-Farming, Profitable. Describing in Detail the Methods that Give
the Best Results, and pointing out the Mistakes to be Avoided. By J. H.
SUTCLIFFE. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Poultry for Prizes and Profit. A Complete and Practical Guide to the
Breeding and Management of Domestic Fowls for Exhibition and General
Purposes. By Prof. James Long. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged by
W. M. Elkington. Magnificently Illustrated. 7?i cloth gilt, price 6/-, by
post 6/4. Also in Divisions as follow :

Poultry for Prizes. A Standard Work as to the Points of the various Breeds,
and the Management of Exhibition Poultry. Profusely Illustrated. In cloth

gilt, price 3/-, by post 3/3.

Poultry for Profit. The Practical Management of Utility Poultry, with Illus-

trated descriptions of the various Breeds. In cloth gilt, price 3/-, by post 3/3.

[Nearly ready.

% Poultry Incubators and their Management. By J. H. Sutcliffe.
Fifth Edition, Revised. Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Poultry-Keeping, Popular. A Practical and Complete Guide to Breeding
and Keeping Poultry for Eggs or for the Table. Fourth Edition, with
Additional Matter and Illustrations. By W. M. Elkington. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Press Work for Women. A Practical Guide to the Beginner. What to
Write, How to Write it, and Where to Send it. By Frances H. Low. In
paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Rabbit, Book of the. A Complete Work on Breeding and Rearing all Varieties
of Fancy Rabbits, giving their History, Variations, Uses, Points, Selection,
Mating, Management, &c., &c. Second Edition. Edited by Kempster
W. Knight. Illustrated with Coloured and other Plates. In cloth gilt, price
10/6, by post 10/11.

Rabbits for Prizes and Profit. The Proper Management of Fancy Rabbits
in Health and Disease, for Pets or the Market, and Descriptions of every
known Variety, with Instructions for Breeding Good Specimens. By Charles
Rayson. Second Edition. Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9. Also
in Sections, as follow :

Rabbits, The Management of. Including Hutches, Breeding, Feeding,
Diseases and their Treatment, Rabbit Courts, &c. New Edition Revised
by Meredith Fradd. Fully Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Rabbits, Exhibition. Being descriptions of all Varieties of Fancy Rabbits,
their Points of Excellence, and how to obtain them. Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Repousse Work for Amateurs. Being the Art of Ornamenting Thin
Metal with Raised Figures. By L. L. Haslope. Illustrated. In paper,
price IP-, by post 1/2.

Roses for Amateurs. A Practical Guide to the Selection and Cultivation of
the best Roses. By the Rev. J. Honywood D'Ombrain, late Hon. Sec. Nat.
Rose Soc. Third i ition, thoroughly Revised and much Enlai-ged, with a
Chapter on Insects and Fungi injurious to Roses, by W. D. Drury, F. E.S.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Rubber. Para Rubber in the Malay Peninsula. Notes and Figures in
connection with the Cultivation of Para Rubber (Hevea ]8raai,liensia). By W.
F. C. Asimont. In cloth, price 2/6, by post 2/8.

All Books ar^ Nett.
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Sailing Tours. The Yachtsman's Guide to the Cruising Waters of the English
and Adjacent Coasts. With ])escriptions of every Creek, Harbour, and Road-
stead on the Course. With numerous Charts printed in Colours, showing Deep
water. Shoals, and Sands exposed at low water, with soundings. By Frank
CowpERj B.A. In crotvn 8vo, cloth gilt.

Vol. I. The Coasts of Essex and SuflEolk, from the Thames to Aldborough.
Six Charts. Price 5/-, by post 5/3.

Vol. II. The South Coast. [Out of print.
Vol. III. The Coast of Brittany, from L'Abervrach to St. Nazaire, and

an account of the Loire. Twelve Charts. Price 7/6, by post 7/10.

Vol. IV. The West Coast, from Land's End to Mull of Galloway, in-

cluding the East Coast of Ireland. Thirty Charts. Price 10/6, by post 10/10.

Vol. V. The Coasts of Scotland and the N.E. of England down to Ald-
borough. Forty Charts. Price lO/b, by post 10/10.

Sea-Fishing for Amateurs. A Practical Book on Fishing from Shore, Rocks,
or Piers, with a Directory of Fishing Stations on the English and Welsh Coasts.
Illustrated by numerous Charts, showing the best spots for the various
kinds of fish, position of rocks, &c. Second Edition, revised, enlarged, and
copiously illustrated. By Frank Hudson. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Sea Fishing, PractlcaL A Comprehensive Handbook for all Sea Anglers,
on the Beat Tackle, and most Successful Methods of Sea Angling on our Coasts.
By P. L. Haslope. Fully Illustrated. In cloth, price 3/6, by post 3/9.

Sea- Life, Realities of. Describing the Duties, Prospects, and Pleasures of
a Young Sailor in the Mercantile Marine. By H. E. Acraman Coate. With
a Preface by J. R. Diggle, M.A. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3^0.

Seaside Watering Places. A description of the Holiday Resorts on the
Coasts of England and Wales, the Channel and Scilly Islands, and the Isle of
Man, giving full particulars of them and their attractions, and all information
likely to assist persons in selecting places in which to spend their Holidays,
according to their individual tastes. Profusely Illustrated. Thirtieth Year of
Publication. In one vol., cloth, price 2/6, by post 2/10. Also in three Sections
as under, price 1/-, by post 1/2 : The East Coast—From Spittal in
Northumberland to Litt-lestone-on-Sea in Kent. With 56 Illustrations.
100 Places to choose from. The South Coast—From Hastings in Sussex to
Penzance in Cornwall, including the Isle of Wight, Channel and Scilly
Islands. 57 Illustrations. 86 Places to choose from. The West Coast—
From St. Ives in Cornwall to Skinburness in Cumberland, including the
Isle of Man. 66 Illustrations. 129 Places to choose from.

Sea Terms, a Dictionary of. For the use of Yachtsmen, Voyagers, and
all who go down to the sea in big or little ships. By A. Ansted. Fully Hlus-
trated. In cloth gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.

Shadow Entertainments, and How to Work Them. Being Something about
Shadows and the way to make them Profitable and Funny. By A. Patterson.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Shaving. The Mysteries, Secrets, and Whole Art of An Easy Shave, by One
Who Knows. I7i paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Sheet Metal, Working in : Being Practical Instructions for Making and
Mending Small Articles in Tin, Copper, Iron, Zinc, and Brass. By the Rev.
J. LUKIN, B.A. Illustrated. Third Edition. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/1.

Show Record, The. Being Part III. of "The Breeders' and Exhibitors'
Record," for the Registration of Particulars concerning the Exhibition of
Pedigree stock of every Description. By W. K. Taunton. In cloth gilt, price
2/6, by post 2/9.

Skating Card Booklet : An Easy Method of Learning Figure Skating, as the
Booklet can be used on the lee. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/1.

Solo Whist. Its Whys and Wherefores. A Progressive and Clear Method
of Explanation and Illustration of the Game, and how to Play it Successfully.
With Illustrative Hands printed in Colours. By C. J. Melrose. In cloth
gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10 ; in half leather, gilt top, price 5/6, by post 6/-.

Sporting Books, Illustrated. And their Values. Dealing with English
Illustrated Works of a Sporting and Racy Character, and Prints relating to
Sports of the Field. A very valuable book to all Owners or Collectors of
old Spoi-ting Books or Prints. Many a valuable old print has been thrown
away for want of just such information as this book gives. By J. H. Slater,
Author of " Library Manual," "Engravings and Their Value," <fec. In cloth
gilt, price 5/-, by post 5/4.
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stud Record, The. Being Part II. of "The Breeders' and Exhibitors'

Recortl," for the Registration of Particulars concerning Pedigree Stock of

every Description. By W. K. Taunton. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Swimming for Women and Girls. A Handbook of Practical Instruction.
By Colin Hamilton. With Special Chapters upon Costume and Training
by a Lady Champion Swimmer. Fully illustrated by unique and specially
taken Photographs. In paper, price. 1/-, by post 1/2,

Taxidermy, Practical. A Manual of Instruction to the Amateur in Collect-

ing, Preserving, and Setting-up Natural History Specimens of all kinds. With
Examples and Working Diagrams. By Montagu Browne, F.Z.S., Curator of

Leicester jMuseum. Second Edition. Jn doth gilt, price 7/6, by post 7/10.

Tennis Topics and Tactics. Representing the Gleanings of Twelve Seasons
and of a Hundred and Twenty Tournaments concerning the Science of Lawn
Tennis, By F. W. Payn, B.A., LL.M. With 57 full-page Plates of Tennis
Positions prepared from photographs taken from life specially for the work.
In cloth gilt, price 6/-, by post 6/4.

Terriers, British : Their Breeding. Management and Training for Show or
Work. By J. Maxtee (Author of " Popular Dog-Keeping," &c.). Thoroughly
Illustrated. In cloth, price 3/-, by poat 3/3. Also in two parts as follow :

Terriers, English and Welsh. Describing in Detail the Various Breeds,
their Uses, their Points and Show Preparation. Being Part I. of " British
Terriers." In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Terriers, Scotch and Irish. The Management of Terriers in General, and
the Uses, Points and Management in Detail of the Scotch and Irish Varieties.
Being Part II. of "British Terriers." In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

[Nearly Ready.
Tomato Culture for Amateurs. A Practical and very Complete Manual on

the subject. By B. C. Ravenscroft. Third Edition. Illustrated. Inpaper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Trapping, Practical : Being some Papers on Traps and Trapping for Vermin,
with a Chapter on General Trapping and Snaring Birds, and Catching Rats,
Cats, Otters, &c. By W, Carnegie. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Illustrated. In paper, price I/-, by post 1/2.

Tuning and Repairing Pianos. The Amateur's Guide to the Practical
Management of a Cottage or Grand Piane without the intervention of a
Professional. By Chas. Babbington. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2,

Yamp, How to, A Practical Guide to the Accompaniment of Songs by the
Unskilled Musician. With Examples. By J. F. ROWbotham. In paper,
price Sd., by post lOd.

Vegetable Culture for Amateurs. Containing Concise Directions for the
Cultivation of Vegetables in small Gardens so as to insure Good Crops.
With Lists of the Best Varieties of each Sort. By W. J. May. Illustrated.
In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Ventriloquism, Practical. A thoroughly reliable Guide to the Art of
Voice Throwing and Vocal Mimicry, Vocal Instrumentation, Ventriloquial
Figures, Entertaining, &c. By Robert Ganthony. Numerous Illustrations.
Cheap Edition. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Violin School, Practical, for Home Students. Instructions and Exercises
in Violin Playing, for the use of Amateurs, Self-Learners, Teachers, and
others. With a Supplement on "Easy Legato studies for the Violih." By
J. M. Fleming. In demy 4«o, cloth gilt, price 9/6, by post 10/2.

Violins, 'Cellos, &c.. Adjusting and Repairing. A Practical Hand-
book that should be in the hands of all Players. By A. Broadley.
Illti-strated. Inpaper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Vivarium, The. Being a Full Description of the most Interesting Snakes,
Lizards, and other Reptiles, and How to Keep Them Satisfactorily in Confine-
ment. By Rev. G. C. Bateman. Beautifully Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price

7/6, by post 7/10.

Whippet or Race-Dog, The: How to Breed, Rear, Train, Race, and
Exhibit the Whippet, the Management of Race Meetings, and Original Plans
of Courses. By Freeman Lloyd. Second Edition. Illustrated. In paper,
price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Whist, Solo: Its Whys and Wherefores. A Progressive and Clear Method
of Explanation and Illustration of the Game, and how to Play it Success-
fully. With Illustrative Hands printed in Colours. By C. J. Melrose, hi
cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10 ; in half leather, gilt top, 5/6, by post 5/10.
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Whist, Scientific: Its Whys and Wherefores. The Reader being taught by
Reason rather than by arbitrary Rules. With Illustrative Hands printed in
Colours. By C. J. Melrose. In cloth gilt, price 3/6, by post 3/10 ; in half
leather, gilt top, 5/6, by post 5/10.

Wildfowling, Practical. A very Complete and Essentially Practical Guide
to the Art of the Fowler, With Descriptions of the various Birds usually met
with. Second Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged. By W. T. Fallon.
Profusely Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 6/-, by post 6/4.

Wild Sports in Ireland. Being Picturesque and Entertaining Descriptions of
several visits paid to Ireland, with Practical Hints likely to be of service to the
Angler, Wildfowler, and Yachtsman. Bv John Bickerdyke, Author of "The
Book of the Ail-Round Angler," &c. Beautifully illustrated from Photographs
taken by the Author. In cloth gilt, price 6/-, by post 6/4.

Window Ticket Writing. Containing full instructions on the Method of
Mixing and using the Various Inks, &c., required, Hints on Stencilling as
applied to Ticket Writing, together with Lessons on Glass Writing, .Japanning
on Tin, &c. Especially written for the use of Learners and Shop Assistants.
By Wm. C. Scott. Illustrated, In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Wire and Sheet Gauges of the World. Compared and Compiled by
C. A. B. Pfeilschmidt, of Sheffield. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/1.

Wood Carving for Amateurs. Full instructions for producing all the
different varieties of Carvings. Second Edition. Edited by D. Denning.
Illustrated. In paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Workshop Makeshifts. Being a Collection of Practical Hints and
Suggestions, including Directions for the Home Manufacture of Tools
from odd pieces of Metal ; for the use of Amateur Workers in Wood and
Metal. By H. J. S. Cassal. Fully Illustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2/6, by post 2/9.

Wrestling. A Practical Handbook upon the Catch-hold and Graeco-Roman
Styles of Wrestling ; a splendid system of Athletic Training. By Percy Long-
hurst, winner in the Light-weight Competition, G.G.S., 1899. Author of
"Jiu-jitsu and other Methods of Self-Defence." Profusely Illustrated. In
.paper, price 1/-, by post 1/2.

Wrestling. See " Jiu-Jitsu," page 10.
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TO BUY ANYTHINe

TO SELL

ANYTHING

Established

40
Years

FOR
PRACTICAL
INFORMATION

TO EXCHANGE

ANYTHING

Price

2d.

per Copy

FOR
EXPERT

ADVICE

OF VALUE TO YOU—
BUY A OOPY s,t^d SE^E:.

At all Bookstalls and Newsagents', or direct by post for 3d. in stamps from the

Offices : Bazaar Buildings, Drary Lane, London, W.C.



ir Yon Require Printing

EXPERIENCED
WORKMEN.

LATEST
MACHINERY.

ELECTRIC
PLANT.

MODERATE
COST,

ESTIMATES
FREE.

Large or Small, Much or Little,

a Card or a Catalogue, One or

a Million,

LET OS GIVE

YOn A PRICE

For we have one of the finest

equipped Printing Works in

the Kingdom.

Your work would be

well done, and delivered

TRUE TO TIME,

The

London & County

Printing Works^

Drury Lane^

London, W.C.

Telesrams: Bazaar, London.

Telephone : 34 6 6, Gerrard.

J



For PUPPIES S SMALL BREEDS

PUPPY BISCUITS
Sold m Bagfs, Casest Tins, and Cartons, also in

small Packets. See each biscuit is stamped with

Trade mark—a '*X" m centre,

REJECT IMITATIONS!

l^ear^ T^uppie^ J^rom 'Birth,

SPRATT'5 MALT » MILK.
A Food contamingf full percentagfe of Cream*

Easily digested by the most delicate Puppy from birth. The Malt-Milk
requires to be dissolved in boiling water and given when lukewarm.
Exhibitors will fully appreciate the importance of this Food, which
brings valuable Puppies safely through the earlier stages of Puppyhood.
layalid Dogs and Cats should be fed on this nutritious and easily

assimilated Food.

PAr BrArtd Rifphoo Malt-Milk assists the secretion of Milk, and
f Ul DlUUU DUOUCO should always be given to Bitches suckling.

THIS FOOD IS ENTIRELY FREE FROM STARCH.

Sold in \\'f 216, and 5/- Tins (post paid)^ also in
H-lb,, and Tins.

Pamphlet on Puppy Rearing and General— Kennel Management, post free.

SPRATT'S PATENT, Ltd.,
24 & 25. Fenchurch St.. LONDON. E.C.

L. UfcoTT Gill, London a. County PRiNTi.'«>a works, drurv Lanc, W.C.



You Can turn into Good Money any of the

1001 things in the house which you no longer want.

Things which are useless to you
are wanted by somebody else.

You Can Save Much Money by getting

any of the 1001 things which you want from

those persons who wish to get rid of them.

They are nearly always to be had
at a very moderate price ; better a good second-

hand article than a trashy new one.

You Can do all This and More by
reading the pages of that very popular and
entertaining Journal

The Bazaor, Exchonge s Mort;*

You Can get it at any Bookstall
or Newsagent's, price 2d.

There is nothing better than "The
Bazaar."

Its 39 years of success testify to
these FACTS. Get a copy and see for

yourself, or a specimen copy will be sent you
direct from this office for three penny stamps.

OFFICE :

Bazaar Buildings, Drury Lane, London



The v» v» ^
MOUSE FANCIER'S OUTFITTER.

H. J. SPIERS.
27, BRIGHTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Maker of EVery Conceivable M M
Requirement for the Mouse Fancier.

Send stamp for list, -which contains Illustrations, Prices and Descriptions of

every kind of Breeding, Stud, Store, Exercise, and Show Cages, Exhibition Boxes,

Feeding Troughs, Wire Fronts, Wheels, &c., &c.

Cages for FaLticy Ra^ts, Dormice, \Va.ltzing Mice, &*c.

THE MOUSE FANCIER'S GUIDE AND COMPANION.
Illustrated.

The best book on Mice for Novices, Explains how to Breed and Exhibit Mice,

giving full directions for the Construction and Arrangement of an Up-to-date

Mousery, &c., together with Instructions on the General Management of Fancy
Mice, Breeding, Feeding, and other allied information. Also chapters on Cages,

Rats, Dormice, Waltzing Mice, &c. Price 7d. post free.

H. SPIERS,
Judge and Committeeman of the

0 0 National Mouse Club 0 0

27. BRIGHTON ROAD. BIRMINGHAM.

Breeder and Exhibitor of all Varieties of Fancy Mice.

AM one of the oldest breeders and exhibitors of Fancy Mice. My strains of

X Mice have been built up by a process of careful breeding from the earliest days

of the Fancy. Being short of time, I rarely exhibit, but when I do I am generally

in the money. I am not a dealer, and only keep a small, select stud, princi-

pally Dutch Marked. Even Marked, Blacks, Fawns, Black and Tans, and Blue and

Tans, Every attention is given to novices, and my selected and properly-matched

pairs are much appreciated. In breeding it is better to have two inferior specimens

properly matched than two, maybe better specimens, unsuitably mated. State your

requirements and every effort will be made to m?;t them. Prices range from I/-

the pair.



Caylord Bros.i

Makers
i

Syracuse. N. Y. !
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